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I. ACCEPTED MARKS 
 

(310) RW/T/2019/127 (320) 05/03/2019   

(750) SAPPI LIMITED 

(731) 108 Oxford Road, Houghton Estate, Johannesburg, 2196, Republic of South Africa 

(740) ENSafrica of Kamatamu ,Kacyiru ,Gasabo ,Kigali City 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; wood and 

paper pulp; cellulose pulp; cellulose derivatives [chemicals]; cellulose esters from industrial purposes; raw plastics.  and 

(16) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; paper- based 

packaging; cardboard- based packaging; plastic packaging 

(540) SAPPI    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2020/417 (320) 11/08/2020   

(750) Teach For All, Inc. 

(731) 25 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (41) Educational services; arranging of meetings, conferences and seminars; publishing services; publication via the Internet 

of training and educational materials. 

(540) TEACH FOR RWANDA  There is no exclusive right shall be given to the registration of 

ownership and use of the words '' Teach'', ''for'' and ''Rwanda'' separately and apart from the 

mark as a whole 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/231 (320) 13/04/2021   

(750) CANTINE CECI S.P.A. 

(731) Strada Provinciale di Golese, 99 43056 TORRILE (PARMA), Italy 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (33) Wines 

(540) GIUSEPPE VERDI    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/308 (320) 11/05/2021   

(750) UAS PHARMACEUTICALS PTY LTD 

(731) 15 Cansdale Place, Castle Hill NSW 2154 , Australia 

(740) BLESSED LAW FIRM of REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI 

(510) (3) Sunblock lotions;sunblock oils;lipsticks;sunblock cream;sunblock gels;suntan lotions;suntan cream;suntan gels 

(540) SUNSTOP    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/459 (320) 21/07/2021   

(750) Johnson & Johnson 

(731) One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (3) Facial cleansing wipes impregnated with make-up removing preparations and (5) Facial cleansing wipes 

impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions and creams 

(540) MAKE-UP BE GONE  

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/570 (320) 03/09/2021   

(750) SAFAL INVESTMENTS (MAURITIUS) LIMITED 

(731) Sanne House, Bank Street, TwentyEight, Cybercity Ebene 72201, Mauritius 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (6) Common metal and their alloys; pre-engineered and prefabricated metal buildings; metal building materials; including 

metal roofing materials, metallic roof sheeting, cladding and accessories including metallic ridge capping, rolltop ridging, 

drip and sidewall flashing, gutters, downpipes, bargeboards, ventilators and louvres. 

(540) VERSATILE    

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2021/582 (320) 13/09/2021   
(750) DP World FZE 
(731) 5th Floor, LOB 17, Jebel Ali Free Zone, P.O. Box 17000, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (39) Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; transportation logistics; supply chain logistics and 

reverse logistics services consisting of the storage, transportation and delivery of freight; warehousing; cargo handling; 

cargo transportation; arranging for the shipping of cargo; tracking and tracing of shipments; computerized tracking and 

tracing of packages in transit [transport information];tracking of freight vehicles by computer or via GPS; management 

of vehicular traffic flow through advanced communications network and technology; transportation information; storage 

information; freight forwarding; freight brokerage; non-vessel operating common carrier services (NVOCC); cargo 

handling and freight services; information services relating to the movement of cargo; container leasing for the shipping 

industry; consultancy relating to the transportation, packaging, and storage of goods; freight transportation consultancy 

in the field of freight transportation by truck, rail, air and ocean; advisory services relating to transportation; provision of 

information relating to cargo unloading services; provision of information relating to marine transport services; 

provision of information relating to the transport of freight; provision of information relating to the transportation of 

goods; provision of information relating to freight brokerage; provision of information relating to storage services; 

provision of information relating to warehousing services; computerized transport information services; advisory 

services relating to the tracking of goods in transit [transport information]; provision of information relating to ports 
(540) 

   
 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/650 (320) 29/09/2021   
(750) Altromak limited 
(731) P O Box 95,2a Lord Street, Douglas,Isle of Man,, United Kingdom 
(740) Cedar Ark Law of 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 
(510) (33) Alcoholic beverages, except beers; alcoholic preparations for making beverages 

(540) B (and logo)  Disclaim the word "Best" separately and apart from the mark as a whole  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/699 (320) 19/10/2021   
(750) Johnson & Johnson 
(731) One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A. 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (42) Providing a web-based program allowing health care professionals to manage patient treatment and to monitor and 

record medical notes, medication and general health information, and to enable patients to view their health records and 

medication, document symptoms including any health status checks, report adherence and other health related 

information, access and engage with other patient peers and respond to queries and survey generated by health care 

professionals on specific topics. and (44) Providing health information and health education via mobile phones, web-

based platforms, app, and the Internet; telemedicine services. 
(540) MYCAREHUB    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/759 (320) 09/11/2021   
(750) Foundation Services Limited 
(731) 25 Front Street, Hamilton HM 11, Bermuda 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (36) Philanthropic services; charitable services; financial sponsorship services; financial services; investment services. 

(540) ALLAN & GILL GRAY    
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/130 (320) 10/03/2022   
(330) 018646090  31/01/2022  EU 
(750) DP World FZE 
(731) 5th Floor, LOB 17, Jebel Ali Free Zone, P.O. Box 17000, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (9) Computer software; computer search engine software; software for administrative processing of storage, packaging, 

delivery and transportation of goods; Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software, 

recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable software applications [apps]; downloadable 

applications for use with mobile devices; computer software for blockchain technology; document management 

software; machine learning software used in computer predictive analytics programs; artificial intelligence software for 

analysis; software for cognitive computing and data-driven analytics; computer e-commerce software to allow users to 

perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; application software for mobile phones; cloud 

computing software; computer software for Global Positioning Systems [GPS]., (35) Price quotations for goods or 

services; import-export agency services; price comparison services; advertising relating to transport and delivery 

services; administration of consumer loyalty programs; promotional services; administrative services relating to customs 

clearance; ship husbanding services being administrative services relating to customs clearance; preparation of 

documents relating to taxation; business management assistance in the operation of port facilities for others; compilation 

of company information into computer databases; providing commercial information relating to companies; providing 

transportation documentation for others [administrative services]; business advisory services in the field of 

transportation logistics; compilation of information into computer databases; advisory and consultancy services relating 

to import-export agencies; advertising; public relations; marketing., (36) Transport insurance services; insurance 

services relating to sea freight; valuation of freight and cargo; customs brokerage; financial customs brokerage services; 

financial brokerage services relating to customs clearance; issuance of customer loyalty points; issuance of customer 

loyalty discount codes; financial services; providing information and advice in the field of finance; financing and credit 

services; credit brokerage; brokerage relating to the provision of credit; credit services for export sales; financial credit 

services for exporters; financial services in the field of money lending; providing financial lending services for third 

parties; credit inquiry and consultancy; financial advisory services relating to credit; consultancy in the field of 

commercial lending; consultancy in the field of consumer lending; insurance; insurance services relating to sea cargo; 

providing insurance information; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy; payment processing services; bill 

payment services; electronic bill payment services; electronic wallet payment services; processing of tax payments; 

electronic foreign exchange payment processing; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; 

online escrow services relating to the exchange of services; holding securities, funds and other assets in escrow; escrow 

services for the travel industry., (39) Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; providing 

information relating to tariffs, timetables and methods of transport; arranging for the shipping of cargo; freight [shipping 

of goods]; parcel shipping services; providing travel services from customer loyalty and frequent buyer schemes; 

tracking and tracing of shipments; computerized tracking and tracing of packages in transit [transport information]; 

tracking of cargo for transportation purposes; travel route planning; road haulage service; transportation logistics; supply 

chain logistics and reverse logistics services consisting of the storage, transportation and delivery of freight; 

warehousing; cargo handling; cargo transportation; tracking of freight vehicles by computer or via GPS; management of 

vehicular traffic flow through advanced communications network and technology; transportation information; storage 

information; freight forwarding; freight brokerage; non-vessel operating common carrier services (NVOCC); cargo 

handling and freight services; information services relating to the movement of cargo; container leasing for the shipping 

industry; consultancy relating to the transportation, packaging, and storage of goods; freight transportation consultancy 

in the field of freight transportation by truck, rail, air and ocean; advisory services relating to transportation; provision of 

information relating to cargo unloading services; provision of information relating to marine transport services; 

provision of information relating to the transport of freight; provision of information relating to the transportation of 

goods; provision of information relating to freight brokerage; provision of information relating to storage services; 

provision of information relating to warehousing services; computerized transport information services; advisory 

services relating to the tracking of goods in transit [transport information]; provision of information relating to ports. and 

(42) Software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; cloud computing; provision of online non-downloadable 

software [application service provider]; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain 

management and e-business portals; development of computer platforms; design and development of route planning 

software; providing quality assurance services; computer software consultancy; computer software design; installation 

of computer software; maintenance of computer software; rental of computer software; updating of computer software; 

creating and maintaining websites for others; hosting computer sites [web sites]; mapping services; computer 

programming; creating and designing website- based indexes of information for others  [information technology 
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 services]; software engineering; electronic data storage; consultancy in the field of programming and development of e-

business portals; providing search engines for the internet; design and development of search engines. 
(540) SEARATES (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/833 (320) 06/12/2021   

(750) CITY LODGE HOTELS LIMITED 

(731) Bryanston Gate Office Park, Building 7, ("The Lodge"), Corner Homestead Avenue / Main Road, Bryanston, Republic of 

South Africa 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (43) Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; hotel services, including hotel management 

services; motel, guesthouse and resort services; travel agency services for the reservation of hotel accommodations; 

restaurant, bar and cocktail lounge services; snack bar services; catering services; providing conference, exhibition and 

meeting facilities, as well as banquet and social function venues for special occasions; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, 

cutlery, glassware and related materials for conference, exhibition, meeting and social functions and banquets; rental of 

meeting rooms; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the aforegoing 

(540) CITY LODGE  (and logo)  Disclaim the word "CITY" and "LODGE" separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole 

 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/256 (320) 26/04/2022   
(750) DILLUX S.A. 
(731) C/O Alliance Financial Services Ltd, Level2, Standard Chartered Tower, Cybercity, Ebene, Mauritius 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (30) Agave syrup [natural sweetener]; allspice; almond confectionery; almond paste; aniseed; apple sauce [condiment]; 

aromatic preparations for food; baking powder; baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes] / bicarbonate of 

soda for cooking purposes [baking soda]; baozi; barley meal; batter mixes; bean meal; beer vinegar; bibimbap [rice 

mixed with vegetables and beef]; binding agents for ice cream; biscuits / cookies; bread rolls; bread*; breadcrumbs; 

buckwheat flour; buckwheat, processed; bulgur; buns; burritos; cake batter / cake dough; cake frosting [icing]; cake 

powder; cakes; candy decorations for cakes; capers; caramels [sweets] / caramels [candies]; celery salt; cereal bars; 

cereal preparations; cereal-based snack food; chamomile-based beverages; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chewing gum 

for breath freshening; chewing gum*; chicory [coffee substitute]; chips [cereal products]; chocolate; chocolate 

beverages with milk; chocolate decorations for cakes; chocolate mousses; chocolate spreads containing nuts; chocolate-

based beverages; chocolate-based spreads; chocolate-coated nuts; chocolate-covered potato chips; chow-chow 

[condiment]; chutneys [condiments]; cinnamon [spice]; cloves [spice]; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; cocoa 

substitutes; cocoa-based beverages; coconut macaroons; coffee; coffee beverages with milk; coffee capsules, filled; 

coffee flavourings / coffee flavorings; coffee substitutes; coffee-based beverages; condiments; confectionery / sugar 

confectionery; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; cooking salt; corn flakes / maize flakes; corn flour / corn 

meal /maize flour / maize meal; corn, milled / maize, milled; corn, roasted / maize, roasted; couscous; crackers; 

cranberry sauce [condiment]; cream of tartar for culinary purposes; crème brûlée; croissants; croûtons / croutons; 

crushed barley; crushed oats; crystallized rock sugar*; crystallized lemon juice [seasoning]; curry [spice]; custard; 

Danish pastries; dough; dressings for salad; dulce de leche; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential 

oils; ferments for pastes; flavoured jelly crystals for making jelly confectionery / flavored jelly crystals for making jelly 

confectionery; flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages / flavorings, other than essential oils, for beverages; 

flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes / flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; flour* / meal*; flour-

based dumplings; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; fondants [confectionery]; food flavourings, other than 

essential oils / food flavorings, other than essential oils; freeze-dried dishes with the main ingredient being pasta / 

lyophilised dishes with the main ingredient being pasta / lyophilized dishes with the main ingredient being pasta; freeze-

dried dishes with the main ingredient being rice / lyophilised dis confectionery; fruit coulis [sauces]; fruit jellies 

[confectionery]; garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]ginger paste hes with the main ingredient being rice / lyophilized 

dishes with the main ingredient being rice; fruit [seasoning]; gingerbread; glucose for culinary purposes; gluten additives 

for culinary purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; gluten-free bread; gnocchi; golden syrup; groats for human food; 

ground ginger; halvah; ham glaze; harissa [condiment]; herbal teas*; high-protein cereal bars; hominy; hominy 
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 grits; honey; hot dog sandwiches ; husked barley; husked oats; ice cream; ice cubes; ice for refreshment; ice pops; ice, 

natural or artificial; iced tea; edible ices; infusions, not medicinal; instant rice; jiaozi; kelp tea; ketchup [sauce]; kimchi 

pancakes; kombucha; laksa; leaven; linseed for culinary purposes [seasoning] / flaxseed for culinary purposes 

[seasoning]; liqueur chocolates; liquorice [confectionery]; lozenges [confectionery] / pastilles [confectionery]; macaroni; 

macarons; malt biscuits; malt extract for food; malt for human consumption; maltose; marinades; marzipan; mayonnaise; 

meat gravies; meat pies; meat tenderizers for household purposes; minced garlic [condiment]; mint for confectionery; 

mints for breath freshening; mirror icing [mirror glaze]; miso; molasses for food; confectionery in the form of mousses; 

muesli; mustard; mustard meal; natural sweeteners; noodle-based prepared meals; noodle-based prepared meals for 

toddlers; noodles; nougat; nut flours; nutmegs; oat flakes; oat-based food; oatmeal; onigiri; orange blossom water for 

culinary purposes; pains au chocolat / chocolatines; palm sugar; pancakes; edible paper; edible paper wafers; pasta; pasta 

sauce; pastries; pastry dough; pâtés en croute; peanut confectionery; pelmeni; pepper; peppermint sweets; peppers 

[seasonings]; pesto; petit-beurre biscuits; petits fours; piccalilli; pies; pizzas; popcorn; potato flour*; potato-based 

flatbreads; powders for making ice cream; pralines; processed hemp seeds [seasonings]; processed squash seeds 

[seasonings]; profiteroles; propolis* / bee glue*; puddings; quiches; quinoa, processed; ramen; ravioli; relish 

[condiment]; edible rice paper; prepared rice rolled in seaweed; rice; rice cakes; rice crackers; rice pudding; rice pulp for 

culinary purposes; rice-based snack food; royal jelly*; rusks; saffron [seasoning]; sago; salt for preserving foodstuffs; 

sandwiches; sauces [condiments]; sausage binding materials; savoury pancake mixes / savory pancake mixes; savoury 

pancakes / savory pancakes; seasonings; seawater for cooking; seaweed [condiment]; processed seeds for use as a 

seasoning; semolina; sesame seeds [seasonings]; shaved ice with sweetened red beans; soba noodles; sorbets [ices] / 

sherbets [ices]; soya flour; soya sauce; spaghetti; spelt, processed; spices; spring rolls; star aniseed; starch for food; stick 

liquorice [confectionery]; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; sugar*; sushi; sweets / candies; tabbouleh; tacos; 

tamarind [condiment]; tapioca; tapioca flour*; tarts; tea beverages with milk; tea*; tea substitutes; tea-based beverages; 

thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; tomato sauce; tortillas; turmeric*; udon noodles; unleavened bread; unroasted 

coffee; vanilla flavourings for culinary purposes / vanilla flavorings for culinary purposes; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; 

vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; vermicelli; vinegar; waffles; wheat flour; wheat germ for human 

consumption; yeast*; yeast for brewing beer; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices] / frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]. and 

(35) Advertising and promotion services; retail and wholesale services and online retail and wholesale sales services in 

the fields of Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations 

made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, 

treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice (frozen 

water 

(540) SORWATOM (and logo)   
 

  
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/268 (320) 04/05/2022   
(750) A & V GROUP LIMITED 
(731) P.O BOX 1178, Arusha, Plot number 7 Njiro Industial Area, Arusha, Tanzania, United Republic Of Tanzania 
(740) K-PRIME LAW FIRM of Magnificat house B32, Kimironko, Gasabo 
(510) (3) Laundry bleach / laundry bleaching preparations, bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes, leather 

bleaching preparations, cleaning preparations, polish for furniture and flooring, polishing preparations, scouring 

solutions, brasives*, soaps, perfumery, aromatics [essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices*, (30) Yeast, baking 

powder, baking soda and (32) soft drinks, syrups for beverages, powders for effervescing beverages, preparations for 

making beverages, essences for making beverages. 
(540) FASTA (and logo)    
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(310) RW/T/2022/257 (320) 26/04/2022   
(750) DILLUX S.A. 
(731) C/O Alliance Financial Services Ltd, Level2, Standard Chartered Tower, Cybercity, Ebene, Mauritius 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (30) Agave syrup [natural sweetener]; allspice; almond confectionery; almond paste; aniseed; apple sauce [condiment]; 

aromatic preparations for food; baking powder; baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes] / bicarbonate of 

soda for cooking purposes [baking soda]; baozi; barley meal; batter mixes; bean meal; beer vinegar; bibimbap [rice mixed 

with vegetables and beef]; binding agents for ice cream; biscuits / cookies; bread rolls; bread*; breadcrumbs; buckwheat 

flour; buckwheat, processed; bulgur; buns; burritos; cake batter / cake dough; cake frosting [icing]; cake powder; cakes; 

candy decorations for cakes; capers; caramels [sweets] / caramels [candies]; celery salt; cereal bars; cereal preparations; 

cereal-based snack food; chamomile-based beverages; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chewing gum for breath freshening; 

chewing gum*; chicory [coffee substitute]; chips [cereal products]; chocolate; chocolate beverages with milk; chocolate 

decorations for cakes; chocolate mousses; chocolate spreads containing nuts; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate-based 

spreads; chocolate-coated nuts; chocolate-covered potato chips; chow-chow [condiment]; chutneys [condiments]; 

cinnamon [spice]; cloves [spice]; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; cocoa substitutes; cocoa-based beverages; coconut 

macaroons; coffee; coffee beverages with milk; coffee capsules, filled; coffee flavourings / coffee flavorings; coffee 

substitutes; coffee-based beverages; condiments; confectionery / sugar confectionery; confectionery for decorating 

Christmas trees; cooking salt; corn flakes / maize flakes; corn flour / corn meal / maize flour / maize meal; corn, milled / 

maize, milled; corn, roasted / maize, roasted; couscous; crackers; cranberry sauce [condiment]; cream of tartar for 

culinary purposes; crème brûlée; croissants; croûtons / croutons; crushed barley; crushed oats; crystallized rock sugar*; 

crystallized lemon juice [seasoning]; curry [spice]; custard; Danish pastries; dough; dressings for salad; dulce de leche; 

essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; ferments for pastes; flavoured jelly crystals for making 

jelly confectionery / flavored jelly crystals for making jelly confectionery; flavourings, other than essential oils, for 

beverages / flavorings, other than essential oils, for beverages; flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes / 

flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; flour* / meal*; flour-based dumplings; flowers or leaves for use as tea 

substitutes; fondants [confectionery]; food flavourings, other than essential oils / food flavorings, other than essential oils; 

freeze-dried dishes with the main ingredient being pasta / lyophilised dishes with the main ingredient being pasta / 

lyophilized dishes with the main ingredient being pasta; freeze-dried dishes with the main ingredient being rice / 

lyophilised dishes with the main ingredient being rice / lyophilized dishes with the main ingredient being rice; fruit 

confectionery; fruit coulis [sauces]; fruit jellies [confectionery]; garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]ginger paste 

[seasoning]; gingerbread; glucose for culinary purposes; gluten additives for culinary purposes; gluten prepared as 

foodstuff; gluten-free bread; gnocchi; golden syrup; groats for human food; ground ginger; halvah; ham glaze; harissa 

[condiment]; herbal teas*; high-protein cereal bars; hominy; hominy grits; honey; hot dog sandwiches; husked barley; 

husked oats; ice cream; ice cubes; ice for refreshment; ice pops; ice, natural or artificial; iced tea; edible ices; infusions, 

not medicinal; instant rice; jiaozi; kelp tea; ketchup [sauce]; kimchi pancakes; kombucha; laksa; leaven; linseed for 

culinary purposes [seasoning] / flaxseed for culinary purposes [seasoning]; liqueur chocolates; liquorice [confectionery]; 

lozenges [confectionery] / pastilles [confectionery]; macaroni; macarons; malt biscuits; malt extract for food; malt for 

human consumption; maltose; marinades; marzipan; mayonnaise; meat gravies; meat pies; meat tenderizers for household 

purposes; minced garlic [condiment]; mint for confectionery; mints for breath freshening; mirror icing [mirror glaze]; 

miso; molasses for food; confectionery in the form of mousses; muesli; mustard; mustard meal; natural sweeteners; 

noodle-based prepared meals; noodle- based prepared meals for toddlers; noodles; nougat; nut flours; nutmegs; oat flakes; 

oat-based food; oatmeal; onigiri; orange blossom water for culinary purposes; pains au chocolat / chocolatines; palm 

sugar; pancakes; edible paper; edible paper wafers; pasta; pasta sauce; pastries; pastry dough; pâtés en croute; peanut 

confectionery; pelmeni; pepper; peppermint sweets; peppers [seasonings]; pesto; petit-beurre biscuits; petits fours; 

piccalilli; pies; pizzas; popcorn; potato flour*; potato-based flatbreads; powders for making ice cream; pralines; 

processed hemp seeds [seasonings]; processed squash seeds [seasonings]; profiteroles; propolis* / bee glue*; puddings; 

quiches; quinoa, processed; ramen; ravioli; relish [condiment]; edible rice paper; prepared rice rolled in seaweed; rice; 

rice cakes; rice crackers; rice pudding; rice pulp for culinary purposes; rice-based snack food; royal jelly*; rusks; saffron 

[seasoning]; sago; salt for preserving foodstuffs; sandwiches; sauces [condiments]; sausage binding materials; savoury 

pancake mixes / savory pancake mixes; savoury pancakes / savory pancakes; seasonings; seawater for cooking; seaweed 

[condiment]; processed seeds for use as a seasoning; semolina; sesame seeds [seasonings]; shaved ice with sweetened red 

beans; soba noodles; sorbets [ices] / sherbets [ices]; soya flour; soya sauce; spaghetti; spelt, processed; spices; spring 

rolls; star aniseed; starch for food; stick liquorice [confectionery]; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; sugar*; 

sushi; sweets / candies; tabbouleh; tacos; tamarind [condiment]; tapioca; tapioca flour*; tarts; tea beverages with milk; 

tea*; tea substitutes; tea- based beverages; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; tomato sauce; tortillas; turmeric*; 

udon noodles; unleavened bread; unroasted coffee; vanilla flavourings for culinary purposes / vanilla flavorings for 

culinary purposes; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; vermicelli; vinegar; 

waffles; wheat flour; wheat germ for human consumption; yeast*; yeast for brewing beer; frozen yogurt [confectionery 

ices] / frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]. and (35) Advertising and promotion services; retail and wholesale services 
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and online retail and wholesale sales services in the fields of Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta and 

noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; chocolate; ice 

cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, seasonings, spices, preserved 

herbs; vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice (frozen water 

(540) SORWATOM (and logo)   

 

 
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/269 (320) 04/05/2022   
(750) RWANDA BENEDICTIO SOCIIS(RBS) LTD 
(731) GITARAGA-MASAKA-KICUKIRO, Rwanda 
(740) MPAYIMANA APHRODIS of GITARAGA-MASAKA-KICUKIRO 
(510) (30) flour, maize flour, soya flour, wheat flour, maize milled, and rice 

(540) RBS DABI (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/270 (320) 05/05/2022   
(750) ROBA GENERAL MERCHANTS LTD 
(731) Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) BAPFAKURERA ROBERT of Kigali 
(510) (29) Extra virgin olive oil, oils for food, palm oil for food, soya bean oil for food and sun flower oil for food 

(540) A1 (and logo)  Disclaim the word "VEGETABLE COOKING OIL" separately and apart 

from the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/271 (320) 05/05/2022   

(750) LOA INDUSTRY LTD 

(731) BUMBOGO-GASABO-KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) CM Advocates of KG 7 av. Kimihurura, Kigali Height Complex , 3rd floor East Wing, P.O.Box 493 Kigali 

(510) (11) Lighting apparatus & installations 

(540) PERLE    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/273 (320) 05/05/2022   

(750) UPL MAURITIUS LIMITED 

(731) Harbor Front Building, President John Kennedy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius 

(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA of KG7th Ave#35 Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, 6571 Kigali 

(510) (1) Chemicals for use in industry, science, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; compost, manures, 

fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science.  and (5) Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, 

vermicides, rodenticides, weedicides, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin. 

(540) KIXA (and logo)    

 

 

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/274 (320) 05/05/2022   
(750) UPL MAURITIUS LIMITED 
(731) Harbor Front Building, President John Kennedy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius 
(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA of KG7th Ave#35 Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, 6571 Kigali 
(510) (1) Chemicals for use in industry, science, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; compost, manures, 

fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science. 
(540) COPIO (and logo)    

 
 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/275 (320) 05/05/2022   
(750) KASADA GP LTD 
(731) Sanne house, Bank Street, TwentyEight, Cybercity, Eben 72201, Mauritius 
(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA of KG7th Ave#35 Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, 6571 Kigali 
(510) (36) capital investment;  financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; financial management;  financial analysis;  

processing of credit card payments;  financing services;  investment of funds;  mutual funds;  provident fund services;  

stock brokerage services;  financial consultancy; real estate affairs;  processing of debit card payments. and (43) 

accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; hotel accommodation services; hotel reservations; restaurant 

services; cafeteria services; restaurant services; bar services; rental of temporary accommodation; café services; rental of 

meeting rooms; reception services for temporary accommodation [management of arrivals and departures]; self-service 

restaurant services; snack-bar services; canteen services; food and drink catering; reception services for temporary 

accommodation [conferment of keys]; temporary accommodation reservations. 
(540) KASADA GROUP (and logo)  Disclaim the word "GROUP" separately and apart from the mark as a 

whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/276 (320) 05/05/2022   
(750) INGABO PLANT  HEALTH Limited 
(731) Umuyenzi Plaza, Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) SENGA Patrick of Remera, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (5) Insecticides 

(540) TICKMAXYM (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/277 (320) 05/05/2022   
(750) INGABO PLANT  HEALTH Limited 
(731) Umuyenzi Plaza, Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) SENGA Patrick of Remera, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (5) Fungicides 

(540) Rwanda Green Fund (and logo)  Disclaim the wording "80WP" separately and apart from the mark 

as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/277 (320) 05/05/2022   
(750) NATIONAL FUND FOR ENVIRONMENT(FONERWA) 
(731) Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Teddy MUGABO MPINGANZIMA of  Kigali, Rwanda  
(510) (Financing services, investment of funds; capital investment; loans [financing]; financial sponsorship 

(540) Rwanda Green Fund (and logo)    
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/000261 (320) 05/05/2022   
(750) NIETO WORLDWIDE Ltd 
(731) KK 15 Road, Kicukiro, Kigali 
(740) Antonio Jesus Nieto of KK 15 Road, Kicukiro, Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda  
(510) (4) alcohol [fuel], (7) fruit presses, electric, for household purposes, (11) coffee machines, electric, (21) cooking pots, 

(30) coffee, tea and (43) food and drink catering, restaurant services 
(540) ONE AFRICA CAFE (and logo)  Disclaim the wording "Café" separately and apart from the mark as a 

whole 
 

 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2021/000571 (320) 03/09/2021 
(750) SAFAL INVESTMENTS (MAURITIUS) LIMITED 
(731) Sanne House, Bank Street, TwentyEight, Cybercity Ebene 72201, Maurtius  
(740) CFL Company LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor, Gisementi, Kigali Rwanda 
(510) (6) Common metals and their alloys; pre-engineered and prefabricated metal buildings; metal building materials; 

including metal roofing materials, metallic roof sheeting, cladding and accessories including metallic ridge capping, 

rolltop ridging, drip and sidewall flashing, gutters, downpipes, bargeboards, ventilators and louvres. 
(540) 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/279 (320) 06/05/2022   
(750) UAS PHARMACEUTICALS PTY LTD 
(731) 15 Cansdale Place, Castle Hill NSW 2154, Australia 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (5) Hand sanitising preparations; Products for feminine hygiene. and (44) Services for the care of the skin, Hair care 

services, Hygienic and beauty care for human beings, Beauty care services. 
(540) NEUTRIDERM    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/280 (320) 06/05/2022   
(750) A. Menarini Industrie Farmaceutiche Riunite S.r.l. 
(731) Via dei Sette Santi 3, Firenze, Italy 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (5) Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of varicose syndromes and their complications and for the treatment of 

trauma and bruises. 
(540) LIOTON    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/281 (320) 06/05/2022   
(750) ELEV8 EDUCATION HOLDING LTD 
(731) 2 Agias Elenis Street, Office 501, Nicosia, Cyprus 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (41) Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; provision of training via a global 

computer network; online training services; interactive online training services; organisation and operation of online 

training courses; e-learning courses; provision of information relating to training courses; provision of information 

relating to training; publication of educational and training guides; publication of training manuals; consultancy services 

relating to training; consultancy services relating to education; education and training software. 
(540) ELEV8    

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/282 (320) 06/05/2022   
(750) RWANDA TELECENTRE NETWORK LTD 
(731) AV1-Nyabivumu, Nyamata, P.O. BOX 6 NYAMATA, BUGESERA, Rwanda 
(740) Paul BARERA of NYAMATA 
(510) (35) Compilation of information into computer system; systemization of information into computer databases; 

Photocopying services; word processing; distribution of sample; Secretarial services; tax preparation 
(540) ITEME (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/285 (320) 09/05/2022   
(750) UAC FOODS LIMITED 
(731) UAC House, 1-5 Odunlami Street, Marina, Lagos, Nigeria 
(740) KS&P of KG 645 st, Urugwiro, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali, Rwanda 
(510) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry 

and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice 
(540) GALA    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/286 (320) 10/05/2022   
(750) METOTEC LTD 
(731) MAYANGE, BUGESERA,EAST, Rwanda 
(740) LILIANE INGABIRE of MAYANGE,BUGESERA,EAST 
(510) (32) Fruit juice, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverage 

(540) GIRISHYA (and logo)    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/283 (320) 09/05/2022   
(750) Trans Union LLC 
(731) 555 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60661, U.S.A. 
(740) CFL Company LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor, Gisementi, Kigali Rwanda 
(510) (9) Downloadable mobile application software for use in authentication of business telecommunications, prevention of 

fraud in telecommunications and business branding via telecommunications; downloadable mobile application software 

for use in maintaining and updating business information appearing in online directories, (35) Business consulting, 

information and support services in the field of providing data and analytics to improve the efficiency of business 

communications and enhance customer engagement; business consulting, information and support services in the field of 

regulatory compliance; business consulting, information and support services in the field of providing data and analytics 

in the field of business telecommunications; business consulting, information and support services in the field of 

validation and authentication of business telecommunications and prevention of fraud in telecommunications; business 

information services in the field of providing business data to online directories; business consulting, information and 

support services in the field of interoperability testing between telecommunications platforms; business consulting, 

information and support services in the field of providing data and analytics relating to telecommunications and 

broadband databases; providing a database featuring information relating to business and consumer identity and 

telecommunications; providing a business clearinghouse for transactions between service and network providers in the 

telecommunications, data communications and network industries; administration of telephone number pooling services, 

(38) Providing connectivity services, namely, providing telecommunications connections and access to global land and 

wireless communications networks and (42) Providing online non-downloadable software for use in improving the 

efficiency of business communications and enhancing customer engagement; Providing online non-downloadable 

software for use in validation and authentication of business telecommunications and prevention of fraud in 

telecommunications; Providing online non-downloadable software for use in business branding via telecommunications; 

Providing online non-downloadable software for use in maintaining and updating business information appearing in 

online directories; Providing online non-downloadable software for use in maintaining databases in the fields of 

telecommunications and broadband; computer security services, namely, managed public key infrastructure (PKI) 

services, digital certificate issuance 
(540) TRUCONTACT    

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/287 (320) 10/05/2022   
(750) UPL MAURITIUS LIMITED 
(731) 6th Floor, Suite 157B, Harbor Front Building, President John, Kennedy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius 
(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA LTD of KG7th Ave#35, Blue Star House, 1st floor- Wing B, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, 

P.O Box 6571 Kigali 
(510) (1) Chemicals for use in industry, science, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; compost, manures, 

fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science.  and (2) Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, 

vermicides, rodenticides, weedicides, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin. 
(540) TINTA    

_________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/290 (320) 10/05/2022   
(750) S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. 
(731) 1525 Howe Street, Racine, Wisconsin 53403-2236, U.S.A. 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (5) Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin; insecticides; moth proofers; insect repellents; fungicides; 

rodenticides; head lice killing preparations. 
(540) IT    

_________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/288 (320) 10/05/2022   
(750) MGF-MASTER GLOBAL FOWARDERS LTD 
(731) Gikondo Kicukiro, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Herbet RUBASHA of MRB Attorneys, P.O. BOX 682 Kigali 
(510) (39) reight forwarding, Freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)] / freight brokerage, storage / warehousing, transport 

brokerage, Transport of travellers, transport and storage of waste / transport and storage of trash, transporting furniture, 

unloading cargo, transportation logistics. 
(540) MGF (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/291 (320) 10/05/2022   
(750) MTN Group Management Services (Proprietary) Limited 
(731) 216 - 14th Avenue, Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (9) Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, measuring, 

signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments 

for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electricity; 

apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; recorded and 

downloadable media, computer software, blank digital or analogue recording and storage media; data management 

software; downloadable and recorded software for storing and managing electronic data and for use in database 

management; software for unified data management; computer software using artificial intelligence; machine learning 

software; software for sharing data and information; integrated computerized system for the collection, editing, 

organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; downloadable computer 

software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide 

statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; mobile computing and operating platforms consisting of data 

transceivers, wireless networks and gateways for collection and management of data; software for cognitive computing 

and data-driven analytics; artificial intelligence and machine learning software; machine learning software used in 

computer predictive analytics programs; software for robotic process automation; computer software for use in 

automating and managing business processes; computer programs using artificial intelligence and machine learning to 

develop predictive models; computer application software for use in implementing internet of things [IoT]; gateway for 

internet of things [IoT]; personal digital assistants; computer hardware; computers and computer peripheral devices; 

computers for use in data management; telecommunications and communications equipment, apparatus and instruments; 

data communication apparatus and instruments, including portable electronic devices to access the Internet wirelessly; 
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 mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; diving suits, divers' masks, ear plugs for 

divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; fire-

extinguishing apparatus., (38) Telecommunications; mobile, fixed, satellite, cellular, and radio telecommunication 

services; digital network telecommunication services; fiber optic telecommunications services; operation of 

telecommunications equipment; providing electronic telecommunication connections;  telecommunications access 

services; providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for other operators;  hire, leasing and rental of 

telecommunications lines, equipment, apparatus ,instruments and facilities; loan of replacement telecommunications and 

communications apparatus and instruments; providing access to internet platforms; data streaming services; transmission 

of data, audio, video and multimedia files, including downloadable files and files streamed over a global computer 

network; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforementioned. and (42) Scientific and 

technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research services; design 

and development of computer hardware and software; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud 

computing software for use in database management and use in electronic storage of data; programming of software for 

importing and managing data; computer project management in the field of electronic data processing; providing 

temporary use of online non-downloadable software for importing and managing data; leasing of software for importing 

and managing data; application service provider (ASP) featuring software using artificial intelligence for machine 

learning; application service provider (APS), including, providing, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining 

applications, software, web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless communication, mobile information access, and 

remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; 

providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and applications for instant messaging, voice over internet 

protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, and software and applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol 

(VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; information technology (IT) services; providing an online network 

service that enables users to transfer and share personal identity data among multiple online facilities; providing 

information from searchable indexes and databases of information, including text, electronic documents, databases, 

graphics, electronic media, photographic images and audio visual information, on computer and communication 

networks; software as a service (SAAS); software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software using artificial 

intelligence; software as a service [SaaS] featuring software for machine learning; providing non-downloadable computer 

software for use in input/output communications between computers and users in the field of machine learning; providing 

non-downloadable computer software libraries for use in general purpose computation of large datasets in the field of 

machine learning; providing non-downloadable computer software for use in converting user-defined data from one 

computer format to another in the field of machine learning; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software 

platforms for use in database management; development of computer platforms; computer services, in particular, 

application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software including such software to allow 

users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; application service provider featuring 

online interfaces, namely web interfaces and mobile interfaces for connecting sellers with buyers; software as a service 

(SAAS) services featuring software for sending electronic message alerts, for transmitting orders and sending and 

receiving electronic messages, and to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer 

network; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforementioned. 

(540) ADAM   
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/292 (320) 10/05/2022   
(750) LA FRUITIERE BOUTIQUE Ltd 
(731) Niboye, Kicukiro, Umujyi wa Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Justin RUDASINGWA of Niboye, Kicukiro, Umujyi wa Kigali 
(510) (30) Honey, meal/flour and (32) Fruit juices/Fruit juice 

(540) GOD OUR PROVIDER (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/292 (320) 10/05/2022   
(750) MONSTER ENERGY COMPANY 
(731) 1 MONSTER WAY, CORONA, CALIFORNIA 92879, USA 
(740) Cedar Ark Law of 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali, Rwanda 
(510) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa, cocoa substitutes, rice, pasta, noodles, tapioca, sago, flour, cereal preparations, bread, 

pastries, confectionery, chocolate, ice cream, sorbets, sugar, honey, yeast, baking powder, seasonings, spices, 

vinegar, sauces, ice cubes.” 
(540) MONSTER ENERGY  

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/294 (320) 12/05/2022   
(750) LANDY INDUSTRIES (R) LTD 
(731) NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) TING HU of GASABO 
(510) (25) Shoes, foot wear 

(540) MAX SELECTION (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/295 (320) 12/05/2022   
(750) LANDY INDUSTRIES (R) LTD 
(731) NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) TING HU of GASABO 
(510) (25) Shoes, foot wear 

(540) NIIRSSREEN (and logo)    

 

  

 

__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/296 (320) 12/05/2022   
(750) LANDY INDUSTRIES (R) LTD 
(731) NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) TING HU of GASABO 
(510) (25) Shoes, foot wear 

(540) LAIYILA (and logo)    

 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/298 (320) 12/05/2022   
(750) AGASHINGURACUMU LTD 
(731) MUYUMBU, AKINYAMBO, RWAMAGANA , EASTERN PROVICE, Rwanda 
(740) MUTABARUKA Diogene of MUYUMBU, AKINYAMBO, RWAMAGANA, EASTERN PROVICE 
(510) (33) Wine 

(540) VIN D'AMOUR (and logo)  No exclusive right shall be given to the use of the word "VIN" 

separately and apart of the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/300 (320) 16/05/2022   
(750) PRIME LIFE INSURANCE LTD 
(731) NYARUGENGE-NYARUGENGE-KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) HABARUREMA INNOCENT of KICUKIRO-KIGALI-VILLE 
(510) (36) life insurance underwriting 

(540) UMURAGE    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/302 (320) 16/05/2022   
(750) N B G LTD 
(731) NYARUGENGE, NYARUGENGE, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Anitha URAYENEZA 

NYARUGENGE-NYARUGENGE-KIGALI 
(510) (33) gin 

(540) BOMBASTIC    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/303 (320) 16/05/2022   
(750) NBG LTD 
(731) NYARUGENGE-NYARUGENGE-KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) ANITHA URAYENEZA 

NYARUGENGE-NYARUGENGE-KIGALI 
(510) (33) gin 

(540) AMERI KAAN    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/304 (320) 17/05/2022   
(750) MTN GROUP FINTECH (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 
(731) MTN Innovation Centre, 216 14th Avenue, Fairlands, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (9) Data processing equipment, including calculating machines and computers; computer software; computer Chatbot 

software; communication software for providing access to the Internet; computer application software for mobile phones; 

computer software for financial management and planning, account aggregation and budgeting; electrical and electronic 

telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; data communication apparatus and instruments, 

including portable electronic devices to access the Internet wirelessly; apparatus for recording, transmission or 

reproduction of sound or images; apparatus and instruments for the processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception 

and retrieval of data being in the form of encoded data, text, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; 

image processing apparatus, instruments and equipment; telecommunications products, including, computer control 

hardware for use in wireless communications systems; routers; modems; magnetically encoded cards; smart cards; 

holograms; media for storing information, data, images and sound; blank and pre-recorded magnetic cards; cards 

containing microprocessors; integrated circuit cards; electronic identification cards; telephone cards; telephone credit 

cards; credit cards; debit cards; magnetic, digital and optical data carriers, recording and storage media (blank and pre-

recorded); recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; machine readable media; digital 

video, and data (downloadable) provided from a computer database or the internet; personal digital assistants; satellite 

receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments; apparatus for downloading audio, video and data from the internet; 

television apparatus and instruments; radio and television broadcasting transmitters and receivers; apparatus for access to 

broadcast or transmitted programmes; programmed-data-carrying electronic circuits; electronic and satellite navigational 

and positional apparatus and instruments, including global positioning systems; telephones; mobile telephones; cordless 

telephones; telephone accessories, including, telephone cords and batteries; electronic products, including, digital 

photograph receivers; telecommunication couplers; telecommunication modular plugs; transceivers; wireless transceivers; 

teleconferencing telephones; telephone answering machines; internet telephones; wireless telephones; earphones and 

antennae for cordless and wireless telephones; communication apparatus and instruments for wireless internet access and 

online streamlining; hands-free devices for car telephones and mobile telephones; in-car telephone handset cradles; 

mobile phone cases; parts and fittings included in class 09 for the aforementioned goods; scientific, nautical, surveying, 

photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life- saving and 

teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 

regulating or controlling electricity; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; fire-extinguishing apparatus., (35) 
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 and advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, market research, market analysis and survey services; 

publication of information; compilation of statistical information; provision of trade information; provision of directory 

services., (36) Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services including home, internet and remote banking; 

financial sponsorship; insurance and finance services including such services provided over the internet or any other 

electronic network; discount services including discount card services; issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and 

points; issuance of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a 

customer loyalty program; credit card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including 

processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to 

telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online financial services, 

including electronic fund transfer services and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an internet 

website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing; processing financial transactions via a global 

computer network; providing multiple payment options by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on-

site in retail stores; provision of investment and fund management information; administration of funds and investments; 

stock, shares and bond information and brokerage services; provision of information and advisory services relating to 

monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including the provision of information from a computer database, the 

internet or other electronic network; provision of information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities 

and goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; real estate affairs., (38) Telecommunication services; mobile, 

fixed, satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication services; telecommunications services, including, mobile 

telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data transmission; wireless communication services, including, 

wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and data transmission service plans; messaging services, 

including, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a 

combination of these formats; online messaging services; unified messaging services; computer aided transmission of 

messages and images; video conferencing services; video telephone services, teleconferencing services, voice over 

internet protocol (VOIP) services; paging services; telephone telecommunications services provided via prepaid 

telephone calling card; providing prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone communication and 

internet telephony services; telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-paging, call 

diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data and 

images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, telephonic and communications 

apparatus and instruments; loan of replacement telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; 

provision of internet access services; telecommunications services for location and tracking of persons and objects; 

tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals; provision of information relating to or identifying telecommunications 

and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of wireless application protocol services, including those 

utilizing a secure communications channel; provision of information relating to or identifying telecommunications and 

communications apparatus and instruments; broadcast or transmission of radio or television programmes; providing 

telecommunications connections to computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; provision of wireless 

electronic transmission of credit and debit card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and payment data via a 

global computer network; providing access to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the internet, or 

other electronic network; streaming of audio and video material on the internet;  telecommunication and communication 

database services, including enabling the consumer to download digital content from a network and server to an 

individual database; providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for other operators; providing and leasing 

access time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer networks and interactive computer 

communications networks; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforementioned. and (42) 

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto;  industrial analysis and research services; 

design and development of computer hardware and software; application service provider (APS), including, providing, 

hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless 

communication, mobile information access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld 

computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software and 

applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; 

computer services, including, creating an online community for registered users to engage in social networking; computer 

services, including, creating virtual communities for users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and 

engage in social, business and community networking; computer services, including, hosting electronic facilities for 

others for interactive discussions via communication networks; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to 

enable or facilitate the creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, 

blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and 

sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; providing 

an online network service that enables users to transfer and share personal identity data among multiple online facilities; 

providing information from searchable indexes and databases of information, including text, electronic documents, 

databases, graphics, electronic media, photographic images and audio visual information, on computer and 
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(510) communication networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications for social networking, 

creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; providing 

online facilities that gives users the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics 

and data; digital imaging services related to digitalization and scanning of images as well as rendering of computer 

graphics; providing non-downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions 

via global computer network; computer services, in particular, application service provider featuring application 

programming interface (API) software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer 

network; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sending electronic message alerts, for transmitting 

orders, sending and receiving electronic messages, allowing users to perform electronic business transactions and stream 

and download audio and video content via a global computer network. 

(540) 

 
__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/305 (320) 19/05/2022   
(750) O'POMA LTD 
(731) Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) NGANZI NEE KOPIA-SAMBA-PANZA AZORE OLGA of Kimironko, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (43) self-service restaurant services, washoku restaurant services, restaurant services, snack-bar services, reception 

services for temporary accommodation [management of arrivals and departures], food and drink catering, rental of 

cooking apparatus, café services. 
(540) O'POMA LA BANGUISSOISE (and logo)  Disclaim the word "LA Banguissoise" separately and apart 

from the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/306 (320) 16/05/2022   
(750) Land O'Lakes, Inc. 
(731) 4001 Lexington Avenue North, Arden Hills, MN 55126, U.S.A. 
(740) KS&P of KG 645 st, Urugwiro, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali, Rwanda 
(510) (41) Charitable services, namely, providing agricultural advice and training to farmers in developing countries to 

improve agricultural productivity, quality assurance, human nutrition and animal nutrition, charitable services, namely, 

providing vocational guidance to indigent persons seeking employment, training in modern farming practices and best 

business practices in connection therewith, arranging and conducting business seminars in the field of agriculture and 

agrobusiness, educational services, namely, providing programs, seminars and classes in the field of agricultural 

development, cultivation, crop protection, agricultural seed, human and animal feed and vocational education in the 

field of agricultural development, cultivation, crop protection, agricultural seed, human and animal feed 
(540) VENTURE37    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/307 (320) 16/05/2022   
(330) 2022/07871  08/03/2022  ZA 
(750) Kena Health (Pty) Limited 
(731) 4th Floor, The Bank, 24 Cradock Avenue, Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 
(740) KS&P of KG 645 st, Urugwiro, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali, Rwanda 
(510) (44) Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care services; medical analysis services; pharmaceutical 

services; advice, consultation and information services pertaining to the aforementioned. 
(540) KENA (and logo)    

 

  
 

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/308 (320) 19/05/2022   
(750) NEW VISION VETERNARY HOSPITAL RWANDA LTD 
(731) RWAZA, MUSANZE, NORTHERN PROVINCE, Rwanda 
(740) Flora MURAGIJEMARIYA of Muhoza, Musanze 
(510) (44) animal grooming, artificial insemination services, hospital services, pet grooming, veterinary assistance, medical 

clinic services, dentistry services 
(540) NEW VISION VETERINARY HOSPITAL (and logo)  Disclaim the word 

"New","Vision","Veterinary","Hospital" and "Compassion" separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole 

 

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/309 (320) 19/05/2022   
(750) BAKHRESA GRAIN MILLING (RWANDA) LTD 
(731) Bumbogo, Ndera Gasabo, PO BOX 6357 Kigali , Rwanda 
(740) BAKHRESSA MOUNIR of Gacuriro, Kinyinya, Gasabo, P.O Box 6357 Kigali 
(510) (32) non alcoholic beverages, Flavored waters, soft drinks, energy drinks, sports drinks, fruits beverages and fruits 

juices. 
(540) AZAM ENERGY DRINK (and logo)  Disclaim the words "Energy" and "Drink" separately 

and apart from the mark as a whole. 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/310 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) PRODEV-RWANDA LTD 
(731) NSINDA- MUHAZI-RWAMAGANA, Rwanda 
(740) BISETSA JEAN PAUL MUTALIKANWA of NSINDA-MUHAZI-RWAMAGANA 
(510) (31) poultry feeds, swine feeds, cattle feeds, goat/sheep feeds, Rabbits feeds, Aqua feeds. 

(540) TUNGA FEEDS (and logo)  Disclaim the word "FEEDS" separately and apart from the mark 

as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/311 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) HABY UBUZIMABWIZA LTD 
(731) RUBONA-RWAMAGANA, Rwanda 
(740) HABYARIMANA VINCENT of RUBONA-RWAMAGANA 
(510) (33) alcoholic beverages, except beer  ,  alcoholic beverages containing fruits. 

(540) ZAHUKA (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/313 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) TIME CHANGE PLUS    
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___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/314 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) TIME APPLE    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/315 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) TIME CHANGE    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/316 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) EDGE    

_________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/317 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) EDGE CAFE    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/318 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) ESSE CHANGE PLUS    

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/319 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) ESSE CHANGE    

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2022/320 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) TIME CHANGE TROPICAL    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/321 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) TIME SUN PLUS    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/322 (320) 20/05/2022   
(750) KT&G Corporation 
(731) 71, Beotkkot-gil, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, Rep.of Korea 
(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd of Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 
(510) (34) Tobacco; Cigarettes; Cigars; Snuff; Cigarette papers; Tobacco pipes, not of precious metal; Cigarette filters; 

Cigarette cases, not of precious metal; Tobacco pouches; Cigarette lighters, not of precious metal; Matches; Tobacco 

pipe cleaners; Ashtrays for smokers, not of precious metal; Cigar cutters. 
(540) TIME STRAWBERRY    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/323 (320) 23/05/2022   
(750) IAN GARMENT MANUFACTURING LTD 
(731) Remera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) BIRASA ERIC of REMERA-GASABO-KIGALI 
(510) (25) Dresses ,gowns dressing, shirts ,suits ,T-shirts , trousers/ Jeans , Vests. 

(540) IAN (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/324 (320) 23/05/2022   
(750) ROBA GENERAL MERCHANTS LTD 
(731) Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Robert BAFAKULERA of Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali 
(510) (3) cleaning ,preparations for cleaning dentures, colorants for toilet purposes, detergents, laundry bleach, and laundry 

preparation. 
(540) ROYAL  GUARD (and logo)  Disclaim the word "BATHROOM" and "CLEANER" separately 

and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/325 (320) 23/05/2022   
(750) ROBA GENERAL MERCHANTS LTD 
(731) Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Robert BAFAKULERA of Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali 
(510) (3) Cleaning preparations, preparations for cleaning dentures, colorants for toilet purposes , Detergents, laundry bleach, 

laundry preparations. 
(540) ROYAL GUARD (and logo)  Disclaim the word "BATHROOM" and "CLEANER" separately 

and apart from the mark as a whole 
 

 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/327 (320) 24/05/2022   
(750) BRIGHT STONE LTD 
(731) KACYIRU, Gasabo, Kigali , Rwanda 
(740) LIANG CAIFENG of KACYIRU, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (37) installation of doors and windows. 

(540) ALUDOWIN    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/326 (320) 23/05/2022   
(750) ROBA GENERAL MERCHANTS LTD 
(731) Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Robert BAFAKULERA of Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali 
(510) (3) Cleaning preparations, preparations for cleaning dentures, colorants for toilet purposes, detergents, laundry bleach, 

laundry preparations. 
(540) ACACIA (and logo)    

 

  

 

__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/328 (320) 25/05/2022   
(750) M.P BAHO LTD 
(731) KANAZI,RUHANGO,SOUTHERN PROVINCE, Rwanda 
(740) HATARI MARCEL of KANAZI,RUHANGO, SOUTHERN PROVINCE 
(510) (33) Alcoholic beverages containing fruits. 

(540) INGORORANO    
___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/329 (320) 25/05/2022   
(750) ENTRERPRISE/ HAKIZIMANA VENUSTE 
(731) NYARUGENGE, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) HAKIZIMANA VENUSTE of NYARUGE, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI 
(510) (11) cooking stoves/cookers, cooking apparatus and installations 

(540) MILTONY    
___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/330 (320) 25/05/2022   
(750) Exim Bank (Tanzania) Limited 
(731) 1404/05 Exim Tower, Ghana Avenue, P.O BOX 1431, Dar es Salaam – Tanzania, United Republic Of Tanzania 
(740) KS&P of KG 645 st, Urugwiro, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, P.O. Box 4062 Kigali, Rwanda 
(510) (16) paper goods and printed matter and (36) insurance and financial 

(540) EXIM BANK (and logo)  Disclaim the word "BANK" separately and apart from the mark as a 

whole  
 

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2022/331 (320) 09/11/2017   
(750) Apple Inc. 
(731) One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014, U.S.A. 
(740) Trust Law Chambers of KG 569ST #4, TLC Hse, Kacyiru | P.O Box 6679, Kigali 
(510) (9) Charging devices for digital electronic devices; wireless charging devices for computers, digital electronic devices, 

mobile phones, media players, smartwatches, wearable computer, earphones, earphone cases, and computer 

peripherals; wireless chargers; wireless charging cases. 
(540) LIGHTINING  BOLT DEVICE  (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/334 (320) 30/05/2022   
(750) OMNIHYDRO Limited 
(731) Kimihurura, Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) ENSAFRICA RWANDA LTD of KG7th Ave#35, Blue Star House, 1st floor- Wing B, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, 

P.O Box 6571 Kigali 
(510) (16) services of electricians;  repair of power lines;  building insulating,  cell phone battery charging services;  charging 

of electric vehicles;  construction;  rental of construction equipment;  rental of cranes [construction equipment];   

custom installation of exterior, interior and mechanical parts of vehicles [tuning];  rental of drainage pumps;  drilling of 

deep oil or gas wells;  drilling of wells;  electric appliance installation and repair;  elevator installation and repair / lift 

installation and repair;  fire alarm installation and repair;  freezing equipment installation and repair;  furnace 

installation and repair;  heating equipment installation and repair;  hydraulic fracturing services / fracking services;  

installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus;  installation and repair of flood protection equipment;  installation 

of doors and windows;  installation of utilities in construction sites;  installation, maintenance and repair of computer 

hardware;  interference suppression in electrical apparatus;  irrigation devices installation and repair;  kitchen 

equipment installation;  laying of cable;  machinery installation, maintenance and repair;  maintenance of elevators 

[lifts] via remote monitoring systems; mining extraction;  motor vehicle maintenance and repair;  office machines and 

equipment installation, maintenance and repair;  pier breakwater building;  pipeline construction and maintenance;  

rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed;  rental of battery chargers;  rental of portable power 

chargers;  telephone installation and repair;  underwater construction;  underwater repair;  vehicle battery charging. 
(540) Omnihydro (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/333 (320) 25/05/2022   
(750) CHINA MOBILE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 
(731) 29/F & 30/F, TOWER 1, KOWLOON COMMERCE CTR, 51 KWAI CHEONG ROAD, KWAI CHUNG, NT, Hong 

Kong 
(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 
(510) (9) Calculating machines; data processing apparatus; computer memory devices; computers; computer programs, 

recorded; identity cards, magnetic; disks, magnetic; bar code readers; computer operating programs, recorded; 

computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; couplers [data processing equipment]; encoded magnetic 

cards; interfaces for computers; magnetic data media; magnetic encoders; magnetic tape units for computers;  

microprocessors; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; optical character readers; optical data 

media; optical discs; printers for use with computers; processors [central processing units]; readers [data processing 

equipment]; scanners [data processing equipment]; electronic tags for goods; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; 

integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; electronic publications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; 

encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; downloadable image files; USB flash drives; computer software 

applications, downloadable; encoded key cards; security tokens [encryption devices]; interactive touch screen 

terminals; electronic interactive whiteboards; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence for use in scientific research; 

computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; speaking tubes; antennas; anti- 

interference devices [electricity]; branch boxes [electricity]; switchboards; sonars; telephone receivers; transmitters of 

electronic signals; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; intercommunication apparatus; navigational 

instruments; radiotelephony sets; radiotelegraphy sets; telephone apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote 

control of signals; masts for wireless aerials; telephone transmitters; transmitters [telecommunication]; modems; 

answering machines; video telephones; transponders; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; audio- and video-

receivers; microphones; sound transmitting apparatus; cables, electric; wires, electric; materials for electricity mains 

[wires, cables]; fibre optic cables; transformers [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; terminals [electricity]; 

collectors, electric; switchboxes [electricity]; commutators; electricity conduits; circuit closers; connectors [electricity]; 

junction boxes [electricity]; contacts, electric; regulating apparatus, electric; converters, electric; switches, electric; 

electric plugs; current rectifiers; cell switches [electricity]; circuit breakers; distribution boards [electricity]; distribution 

consoles [electricity]; ducts [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; connections for electric lines; couplings, electric; 

relays, electric; armatures [electricity]; inverters [electricity]; time switches, automatic; wire connectors [electricity]; 

light dimmers [regulators], electric; covers for electric outlets; lighting ballasts; solenoid valves [electromagnetic 

switches]; voltage surge protectors; stage lighting regulators; step-up transformers; electrical adapters; thermostats; 

climate control digital thermostats; piezoelectric sensors; electric sockets; remote control apparatus; electronic key fobs 

being remote control apparatus; fluorescent screens; video screens; electronic numeric displays; alarms; alarm bells, 

electric; bells [warning devices]; theft prevention installations, electric; anti-theft warning apparatus; push buttons for 

bells; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; locks, electric; buzzers; electric door bells; smoke detectors; electronic 

access control systems for interlocking doors., (38) Providing access to databases; rental of access time to global 

computer networks; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; communications by 

fibre optic networks; communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; computer aided transmission of 

messages and images; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; facsimile transmission; rental 

of facsimile apparatus; providing information in the field of telecommunications; providing internet chatrooms; 

message sending; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of modems; news agency services; radio broadcasting; 

radio communications; satellite transmission; streaming of data; providing telecommunication channels for 

teleshopping services; rental of telecommunication equipment; providing telecommunications connections to a global 

computer network; telecommunications routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; telegraph services; 

telephone services; rental of telephones; telex services; transmission of digital files; transmission of electronic mail; 

transmission of greeting cards online; transmission of podcasts; transmission of telegrams; providing user access to 

global computer networks; videoconferencing services; voice mail services; wireless broadcasting. and (42) Artificial 

intelligence consultancy; cloud seeding; computer programming; computer software consultancy; computer software 

being remote control apparatus; fluorescent screens; video screens; electronic numeric displays; alarms; alarm bells, 

electric; bells [warning devices]; theft prevention installations, electric; anti-theft warning apparatus; push buttons for 

bells; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; locks, electric; buzzers; electric door bells; smoke detectors; electronic 

access control systems for interlocking doors., (38) Providing access to databases; rental of access time to global 

computer networks; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; communications by 

fibre optic networks; communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; computer aided transmission of 

messages and images; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; facsimile transmission; rental 

of facsimile apparatus; providing information in the field of telecommunications; providing internet chatrooms; 
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 message sending; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of modems; news agency services; radio broadcasting; 

radio communications; satellite transmission; streaming of data; providing telecommunication channels for 

teleshopping services; rental of telecommunication equipment; providing telecommunications connections to a global 

computer network; telecommunications routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; telegraph services; 

telephone services; rental of telephones; telex services; transmission of digital files; transmission of electronic mail; 

transmission of greeting cards online; transmission of podcasts; transmission of telegrams; providing user access to 

global computer networks; videoconferencing services; voice mail services; wireless broadcasting. and (42) Artificial 

intelligence consultancy; cloud seeding; computer programming; computer software consultancy; computer software 

design; computer system analysis; computer system design; computer technology consultancy; rental of computer 

software; computer programming services for data processing; providing virtual computer systems through cloud 

computing; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; conversion of computer programs and 

data, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and 

designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; creating and maintaining 

websites for others; data encryption services; data security consultancy; design of computer-simulated models; 

development of computer platforms; digitization of documents [scanning]; electronic data storage; electronic 

monitoring of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; hosting computer websites; 

information technology [IT] consultancy; information technology services provided on an outsourcing basis; providing 

information relating to computer technology and programming via a website; installation of computer software; 

internet security consultancy; maintenance of computer software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 

monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems to 

detect breakdowns; off-site data backup; platform as a service [PaaS]; recovery of computer data; rental of data centre 

facilities; research in the field of telecommunications technology; research in the field of artificial intelligence 

technology; server hosting; software as a service [SaaS]; software development in the framework of software 

publishing; software engineering services for data processing; conducting technical project studies; technological 

consultancy; technological research; technological consulting services for digital transformation; telecommunication 

network security consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; updating of computer software; user 

authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; user authentication services 

using technology for e-commerce transactions; user authentication services using blockchain technology; rental of web 

servers; writing of computer code. 
(540) RINGA (and logo)    

 

  

 

__________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/335 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) AGRI VALUE CHAIN Limited 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MANISH PATEL of Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (29) sunflower oil for food 

(540) SUNGOLD (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/336 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) AGRI VALUE CHAIN Limited 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MANISH PATEL of Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (29) sunflower oil for food 

(540) SUNGOLD (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/337 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) STONE TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD 
(731) FEZ, Masoro industrial Park, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) ZITONG WANG of Kigali 
(510) (9) audio- and video-receivers, audio interfaces, audio mixers, telephone transmitters, telephone wires, chips 

[integrated circuits],  baby monitors, battery boxes / accumulator boxes, buzzers, cell phone straps, cases for 

smartphones, circuit breakers, circular slide rules, computer memory devices, disk drives for computers, DVD players, 

equalizers [audio apparatus] / equalisers [audio apparatus], lens hoods, radios, smartwatches, smoke detectors, plugs, 

sockets and other contacts [electric connections], inverters [electricity], invoicing machines, speaking tubes, 

subwoofers. 
(540) STONE (and logo)    

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/338 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) AGRI VALUE CHAIN Limited 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MANISH PATEL of Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (29) sunflower oil for food 

(540) SOYAGOLD (and logo)  Disclaim the word "SOYA" and "GOLD" separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/339 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) AGRI VALUE CHAIN Limited 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MANISH PATEL of Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (29) Palm oil for food 

(540) RWAGOLD (and logo)  Disclaim the word "RWA" and "GOLD" separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2022/340 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) AGRI VALUE CHAIN Limited 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MANISH PATEL of Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (29) Palm oil for food 

(540) RWAGOLD (and logo)  Disclaim the word "RWA" and "GOLD" separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole 
 

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2022/341 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) AGRI VALUE CHAIN Limited 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MANISH PATEL of Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (29) Palm oil for food 

(540) PUROLA (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/342 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) AGRI VALUE CHAIN Limited 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MANISH PATEL of Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (29) Palm oil for food 

(540) PUROLA (and logo)    

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/343 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) AGRI VALUE CHAIN Limited 
(731) Ndera, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) MANISH PATEL of Kicukiro, Kigali 
(510) (29) sunflower oil for food 

(540) SOYAGOLD (and logo)  Disclaim the word "SOYA" and "GOLD" separately and apart from 

the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/345 (320) 30/05/2022   
(750) N B G LTD 
(731) NYARUGENGE,NYARUGENGE-Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) ANITHA URAYENEZA of NYARUGENGE, NYARUGENGE-Kigali 
(510) (33) gin 

(540) MAGUMA    
___________ 

(310) RW/T/2022/344 (320) 27/05/2022   
(750) ROBA GENERAL MERCHANTS LTD 
(731) Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) Robert BAFAKULERA of Gikondo, Kicukiro, P.O. BOX 5556 Kigali 
(510) (3) Cleaning preparations, preparations for cleaning dentures, colorants for toilet purposes, detergents, laundry bleach, 

laundry preparations. 
(540) KING (and logo)  Disclaim the word "WHITE WASHING POWDER" separately and apart 

from the mark as a whole 
 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2022/346 (320) 01/06/2022   
(750) BIZCOTAP LTD 
(731) KCT 15 FLOOR, KIGALI, Rwanda 
(740) MICHAEL TESFAY of Nyarugenge, Kigali 
(510) (42) computer programming, computer software design, creating and designing website-based indexes of information 

for others [information technology services], research and development of new products for others, graphic arts design 
(540) BIZCOTAP    

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2022/347 (320) 31/05/2022   
(750) GMFP Ltd 
(731) Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 
(740) GATERA Aniceth of Gisozi, Gasabo, Kigali 
(510) (30) MAIZE FLOUR 

(540) BS (and logo)    

 

  

 

 

II.REGISTERED MARKS 

___________ 

___________ 

 

___________ 

 

___________ 

(111) 195/2020 (151) 13/05/2022 

(750) INVESTEC BANK LIMITED 

(731) 100 Grayston Drive, Sandown, Sandton, Gauteng, 2196, Republic of South Africa 

(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents of 4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali 

(510) Int Class 36 

(540) ZEBRA DEVICE (WIDE CROPPED)  (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 504/2020 (151) 09/06/2022 

(750) Imprisco Plus Ltd 

(731) Kicukiro, Kigali , Rwanda 

(740) Potturi Gopi Krishna of 59 seond floor, Ashoka Enclave part i sector -34, Faridabad 

(510) Int Class 16 

(540) NKUNDA AMAHORO  

 (and logo) 
 

 
 

(111) 505/2020 (151) 09/06/2022 

(750) Imprisco Plus Ltd 

(731) Kicukiro, Kigali , Rwanda 

(740) Potturi Gopi Krishna of 59 seond floor, Ashoka Enclave part i sector -34, Faridabad 

(510) Int Class 16 

(540) NKUNDA AMAHORO (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 393/2021 (151) 12/05/2022 

(750) BETA HEALTHCARE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 

(731) 209/6554 Mogadishu Road, Industrial Area, Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) Cedar Ark Law of 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) ACTION 
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___________ 

 

 

___________ 

 

___________ 

___________ 

 

___________ 

 

(111) 394/2021 (151) 12/05/2022 

(750) BETA HEALTHCARE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 

(731) 209/6554 Mogadishu Road, Industrial Area, Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) Cedar Ark Law of 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) OPELE 

(111) 487/2021 (151) 13/05/2022 

(750) JUBAILI AGROTEC GROUP - JAG SAL (OFFSHORE) 

(731) Maarouf Saad Blvd., Sidon, Lebanon 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor, Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) ALBENOR (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 489/2021 (151) 13/05/2022 

(750) JUBAILI AGROTEC GROUP - JAG SAL (OFFSHORE) 

(731) Maarouf Saad Blvd., Sidon, Lebanon 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor, Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) IVANOR PLUS (and logo) 
 

The word "plus" separately and apart of the mark as a whole 

(111) 913/2021 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) DP World FZE 

(731) 5th Floor, LOB 17, Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, U.Arab Emirates 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD of Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) Int Class 9, 35, 36, 38 and 42 

(540) DUBUY (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 32/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) NYABIHU BANANA BREWERY LTD 

(731) RUGERA, NYABIHU, Rwanda 

(740) Danny TWAGIRAMUNGU of RUGERA, NYABIHU 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) SANZA 
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___________ 

 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

___________ 

(111) 51/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) HOLLANDA FAIRFOODS LTD 

(731) Gacaca, Musanze, Northern Province, Rwanda 

(740) BOER THIJS of Gacaca, Musanze 

(510) Int Class 29 and 30 

(540) TSINDA (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 65/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) IFECHI LTD 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali , Rwanda 

(740) OGWO Sunday of Kigali 

(511) (35) import-export agency services 

(510) Int Class 35 

(540) IFECHI  (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 72/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) PROGRESSIVE TECH HOLDINGS (Incorporated in Mauritius) of c/o Globefin Management Services Ltd 

(731) Rogers House, 5 President John Kennedy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius 

(740) GLF Attorneys & Agents of 4th Floor Ingenzi House,Remera P.O.BOX:2038, kigali 

(510) Int Class 9, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42 and 45 

(540) A (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 78/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) TCP Brands, LLC 

(731) 500 Plaza Drive, Secaucus, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

(740) BLESSED LAW FIRM of REMERA,GASABO P.O BOX 3786, KIGALI 

(510) Int Class 25 

(540) GYMBOREE 

(111) 83/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) GISAGARA AGRO-BUSINESS INDUSTRIES 

(731) Kibirizi, Gisagara, Southern Province , Rwanda 

(740) KUBUMWE Celestin of Gisagara, Ndora 

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) GABI 
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___________ 

 

___________ 

 

___________ 

___________ 

 

(111) 84/2022 (151) 02/06/2022 

(750) PAMZ & COMPANY Ltd 

(731) Kimihurura, Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Arnold KALLAGI of Kimihurura, Gasabo, Kigali, Rwanda 

(510) Int Class 41 

(540) PitchGlobe (and logo) 
 

 

(111) 85/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) BURI MUNSI LTD 

(731) Nyabugogo, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) PATA Steven of Nyarugenge, Kigali 

(510) Int Class 36 

(540) BURI MUNSI 

 

 

(111) 86/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) AFRI TRADE RWANDA LTD 

(731) KINYANYA, GASABO, KIGALI GASABO, Rwanda 

(740) AJAY KUMAR MADAPPANAHALLI RAMAKRISHNNAPPA 

GISOZI, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) Int Class 9 and 11 

(540) BATH EXPERIENCE (and logo) 
 

Disclaim the word "Bath and experience" separately and apart from the mark as a whole 

(111) 89/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) RUHUHA KUNDA UMURIMO LTD 

(731) RUHUHA, BUGESERA, Rwanda 

(740) Elias DUFITUMUKIZA of Bugesera 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) Y.CO.DU 

(111) 87/2022 (151) 23/05/2022 

(750) KOPERATIVE TWIHANGIRE UMURIMO 

(731) Kagoma, Gakenke, Northern Province, Rwanda 

(740) NIYIBIZI Jean de Dieu 

GAKENKE 

(511) (30) Maize Flour 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) ZIYAMA 
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III. MADRID MARKS ACCEPTED 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1357527 (320) 10/03/2020   

(750) SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 

(731) 129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do, Rep.of Korea 

(740) Sungam Suh International Patent & Law Firm of 9F, Hyunjuk B/D, 114 Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul 

(510) (7) Dish washing machines; electric mixers for household purposes; electric vacuum cleaner bags; electric 

vacuum cleaners; electric washing machines for household purposes; robotic vacuum cleaners., (9) Mobile 

telephones; digital cameras; portable media player; portable computers; wireless headsets for mobile 

phones; wireless headsets for smart phones; wireless headsets for tablet computers; rechargeable batteries; 

battery chargers; leather cases for mobile phones; leather cases for smart phones; leather cases for tablet 

computers; flip covers for mobile phones; flip covers for smart phone; flip covers for tablet computers; 

tablet computers; television receivers; audio electronic components, namely surround sound systems; 

digital set-top boxes; DVD players; light emitting diode displays; monitors [computer hardware]; 3D eye 

glasses; computers; printers for computers; semiconductors; computer hardware; computer peripherals; 

electric sensors; wireless network routers; electronic locks; digital electronic door lock; computer control 

device for digital electronic door lock; computer software; wireless routers; electric actuators; computer 

software applications, downloadable; computer application software for mobile phones; computer 

firmware; smart watches; wearable computer peripherals; wearable peripherals for computers; wearable 

peripherals for cellphones; wearable peripherals for mobile data receivers; wearable digital electronic 

devices comprised primarily of smartphones in the shape of a watch; wearable digital electronic devices, 

namely, smart watches incorporating wireless communication technology and comprised primarily of 

software and display screens for running mobile applications, viewing, sending and receiving texts, emails, 

alerts, data and information from smart phones; computer network bridges; wireless computer network 

bridges; communications network consisting of computer hardware and software for setting up and 

configuring local area networks; communication networks, consisting of multiple wireless free-standing 

hubs or LAN (local area network) units, and associated networking hardware and software, which establish 

a wireless meshed digital network and communicates to end user; home network devices; universal serial 

bus (USB) hardware; USB (universal serial bus) operating software; USB hubs; pre-recorded USB flash 

drives featuring software used to allow electronic devices to share data and communicate with each other; 

universal serial bus (USB) dongle (wireless network adapters); computer hardware, namely, network 

controllers for home use; adapters for wireless network access; home automation software for developers 

and customers; mobile application software for home automation; electrical socket; electric outlets; 

computer network hubs; communication hubs; electronic thermometers (other than for medical purposes); 

electronic switches; electric door bells; audio speakers; electrical controls for irrigation sprinkler systems; 

smartphones; watches that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet PCs, PDA, 

and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication 

networks; watchbands that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet PCs, PDA, 

and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication 

networks; bracelets that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, tablet PCs, PDA, 

and personal computers through internet websites and other computer and electronic communication 

networks., (11) Air conditioners; air sterilizers; electric ranges; electric ovens; electric laundry dryers; 

electric refrigerators; light emitting diodes lamps; microwave ovens; irrigation sprinklers; light bulbs., (14) 

Clocks; parts and fittings for watches; wristwatches; electronic clocks and watches; bracelets (jewelry); 

watchbands; control clocks [master clocks]. and (42) Providing technology information in the field of 

Internet of Things (IoT) and application programming interface (API) software and software as a service 

(SaaS) services, and platform as a service (PaaS) services; software as a service (SAAS) services; computer 

software development; computer software design; updating of computer software; computer software 

research; maintenance of computer software; computer system design; computer system analysis; computer 

programming; development of computer programs; development of data processing programs; providing 

information in the fields of software design and development and installation and maintenance of software; 

computer hardware development; computer hardware design; computer security services, namely, 

enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile 
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 or network resources based on assigned credentials; providing on-line non-downloadable software for 

viewing, recording, storing, sharing and analyzing audio or video, transmitting images and videos to 

remote locations; electronic monitoring of a location, home or office using computers and sensors; 

monitoring security system to ensure proper functioning; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 

software platforms for home or environment monitoring and remote control or access of HVAC systems, 

energy management systems, burglar, trouble, security and/or fire alarms, lighting systems, door locking 

systems, video cameras; design and development of home automation systems and home security systems; 

design and development of software for integration of home automation and home security products and 

systems; installation, maintenance and repair of home automation and home security products in the 

nature of home automation and home security software; design and development of automated home 

controller systems, namely, temperature, humidity, and electrical controllers; monitoring of computer 

systems by remote access to ensure proper functioning; computer services, namely, acting as an 

application service provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software 

for the purpose of monitoring security and home automation systems, and for use in remote video access 

of security systems; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; computer services, 

namely, integration of computer software into multiple systems and networks; computer services, namely, 

providing cloud management servers to others; computer programming services for location monitoring, 

wireless communication, and remote interaction with devices or appliances. 

(540) SmartThings  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1535917 (320) 15/05/2020   

(750) HANKOOK & COMPANY CO., LTD. 

(731) 286, Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do, Rep.of Korea 

(740) SungAm Suh International Patent & Law Firm of 9F, Hyunjuk B/D,  114 Yeoksam-ro,  Gangnam-gu Seoul 

(510) (12) Pneumatic tires; automobile tires; tires for land vehicles; tires for two-wheeled motor vehicles or 

bicycles; tubular tires; pumps for inflating vehicle tyres; anti-skid studs for vehicle tires; retreaded tires for 

vehicles; tires for vehicle wheels; patches for repairing vehicle tires; valves for vehicle tires; spare tire 

covers; pneumatic tyres and inner tubes for motorcycles; motorcycle tires; inner tubes [for two-wheeled 

motor vehicles or bicycles]; tire patches; tire inflators; spikes for tires; tubes for vehicle wheels; repair 

outfits for inner tubes. 

(540) HANKOOK Innovative Performance (and logo)  
 

  
 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/317633 (320) 20/05/2021   

(750) ROLEX SA 

(731) 3-5-7 rue François-Dussaud CH-1211 Genève 26, Switzerland 

(740) ROLEX SA Marques et Domaines of 3-5-7 rue François-Dussaud CH-1211 Genève 26 

(510) (14) Timepieces and parts thereof, watch bands, jewellery. 

(540) SPACE-DWELLER (and logo)  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/512399 (320) 23/03/2021   

(750) Novartis AG 

(731) CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland 

(740) Novartis AG of CH-4002 Basel 

(510) (5) Ophthalmological pharmaceutical preparations. 

(540) TOBRADEX (and logo)  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/713856 (320) 23/03/2021   

(750) Novartis AG 

(731) CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland 

(740) Novartis AG of CH-4002 Basel 

(510) (5) Pharmaceutical and medical preparations and substances; disinfectants, preparations for destroying 

vermin, herbicides, dietetic foodstuffs. 

(540) ISOPTO  
___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/722806 (320) 22/03/2021   

(750) Novartis AG 

(731) CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland 

(740) Novartis AG of CH-4002 Basel 

(510) (5) Ophthalmic pharmaceutical preparations. 

(540) FLUCON  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/866487 (320) 31/10/2019   

(750) POINT S FRANCE 

(731) 9 rue Curie F-69006 LYON, France 

(740) Fiducial Legal by Lamy of 13 Boulevard Bourdon F-75004 PARIS 

(510) (1) Chemical products for vehicles, chemical products for decarbonising vehicle engines, anti-knock 

substances for internal combustion engines for vehicles; antifreeze solutions for vehicles; condensation-

preventing chemicals, rubber preservatives; brake fluids for vehicles, liquids for hydraulic circuits; 

chemical additives for fuel, detergent additives for petrol, fuel-saving preparations; mastic for tyres, tyre 

repairing compositions, vulcanization products and accelerators; tyre repairing compositions, compositions 

for repairing inner tubes., (2) Colorants, thinners for colorants, dyes, paints, fixatives (varnishes), varnishes 

(excluding insulants); aluminium (paints) and lacquers (paints) for vehicles; products and agents for 

protection against rust and corrosion; anti-rust and anti-corrosion oils; protective preparations for metals; 

undercoating for vehicle chassis., (3) Washing products for vehicles, oils for cleaning purposes for vehicles; 

windscreen cleaning liquids; rust removing products; paint removing preparations, polishing paper, 

abrasive paper; polishing materials; degreasers other than for use in manufacturing processes., (4) Petrol 

(motor fuel), diesel oil, gasoline, benzene, benzine, kerosene, fuels, vaporized fuels (mixtures), alcohol 

used as fuel for vehicles, non-chemical additives for motor fuel, fuel oils; oils and greases for vehicles, 

industrial oils and greases, motor oil for vehicles, greasing oils greases as well as lubricants for vehicles; 

anti-slip agents, waxes and greases for belts of vehicles., (6) Sheets, steel sheets, metal armatures and 

frames for doors, armour plating; metal screws, metal bolts, metal nuts, metal latches, non-electrical 

metallic cables and wires for vehicles; badges of metal for vehicles; keys for vehicles; metal thread for 

tying purposes; metal boxes and chests for tools (empty); wire for aerials for vehicles; numberplates of 

metal and registration plates of metal for vehicles; metal belt stretchers and reinforcing materials of metal 

for belts for vehicles; metallic valves (other than parts of machines); metal conduits for vehicle ventilation 

installations, metal conduits for vehicle air-conditioning installations, metal conduits for vehicle heating 

installations; exhaust pipe clamps, clamps and hinges for silencers, extension pieces and exhaust 

manifolds., (7) Filters for cleaning cooling air for vehicle engines, spark plugs for internal combustion 

engines of vehicles, heater plugs for vehicle engines, for diesel engines; ignition devices for internal 

combustion engines of vehicles, alternators for vehicles, engine belts for vehicles, fan belts for vehicle 

engines, cylinder heads for vehicle engines, cylinders for vehicle engines, pistons for cylinders for vehicle 

engines; shock absorber plungers for vehicles, anti-pollution devices for vehicle engines, connecting rods 

for vehicle engines, grease boxes (machines), control cables for engines, connecting rods for vehicle 

engines, grease boxes (machines), control cables for vehicle engines, fuel economisers fuel economisers 
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 for vehicle engines, fuel for vehicles, carburettor feeders for vehicles, fuel pumps, water pumps and oil 

filters for vehicles; gaskets for vehicle engines, cardan coupling joints for vehicles, crankcases for engines 

for vehicles; clack valves for vehicle engines, pneumatic controls for vehicle engines, hydraulic controls for 

vehicle engines; radiators (cooling) for motors and engines; starters for vehicle engines, exhausts and 

silencers for vehicle engines, exhaust pipes; catalytic converters for vehicles; injectors for engines for 

vehicles; gas-operated soldering blow pipes, machines and airbrushes for painting vehicles, sanders, belt 

sanders, disc sanders and planing machines for use on vehicles, electric welding machines for vehicles; 

installations and apparatus for washing and cleaning vehicles; high pressure and steam cleaning apparatus, 

vacuum cleaners for vehicles; jacks for vehicles (machines); vulcanization apparatus; fuel, oil and air filters., 

(8) Hand tools and instruments (hand operated), implements and tools for repairing vehicles, hand-operated 

lifting jacks for vehicles, spanners (tools); screwdrivers, ratchets, vices, milling cutters (tools), metal wire 

stretchers (tools), pliers, tyre inflators., (9) Electric accumulators for vehicles, chargers for electric batteries 

for vehicles, batteries for vehicles, electric batteries; cigar lighters for automobiles; alarms and alarm devices 

for vehicles, circuit breakers for vehicles; fire extinguishers; electric alarm bells; acoustic alarms; warning 

devices for loss of tyre pressure; electric coils, electric cables and wires, starter cables for motors for 

vehicles; sheaths for electric cables, clothing for protection against accidents, protective helmets, eyewear 

and face shields, accident protection gloves, face shields; antennae for vehicles, vehicle radios, cassette and 

compact disk players for vehicles; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; control panels for vehicles, 

revolution counters, counters for vehicles, speed checking apparatus for vehicles, speed indicators for 

vehicles, kilometre recorders for vehicles, petrol and oil level gauges for vehicles, water level gauges for 

vehicles, temperature gauges for vehicles, thermostats for vehicles, gauges for vehicles; pressure recorders 

for tyres; balancing apparatus; software, recorded computer programs., (11) Lighting apparatus for vehicles; 

lamps; vehicle ceiling lights; luminous tubes for lighting for vehicles; portable lamps, pocket lamps, torches 

for lighting, electric lamps; vehicle headlights, headlight fittings for vehicles, lights for vehicles, light bulbs 

for vehicles, light bulbs for vehicle headlights, light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; anti-glare 

devices for vehicles; ventilation installations for vehicles, filters for air conditioning; air conditioners for 

vehicles, fan belts for automobiles; heaters for vehicles, air reheaters for vehicles; heating apparatus for 

demisting windows of vehicles, heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles, defrosters for 

vehicles; apparatus for the random orientation of air; air cooling apparatus., (12) Vehicles; electric motors 

for land vehicles, motors for land vehicles, connecting rods for land vehicles, other than engine parts, engine 

hoods for vehicles; couplings for land vehicles, crankcases for land vehicle components (other than for 

motors), torsion bars for vehicles; transmission shafts for vehicles, axles and hubs for vehicles, chassis for 

vehicles, torque converters for land vehicles, gears for vehicles, reduction gears for vehicles, gearboxes for 

land vehicles, clutches for vehicles; driving chains for vehicles, drive chains for vehicles, bodywork for 

vehicles, bumpers for vehicles, trailer hitches for vehicles; shock absorbers for vehicles; hoods for vehicle 

engines, doors for vehicles, hoods for vehicles, vehicle covers; upholstery for vehicles, seat lining for 

vehicles, vehicle seats, seat covers for vehicles, headrests for vehicle seats; luggage carriers for vehicles, ski 

racks for vehicles; steering wheels, steering wheel covers; caps for vehicle petrol tanks; rearview mirrors; 

windscreens for vehicles, windscreen wipers, windows for vehicles, side windows and quarter windows, 

sunscreens for vehicles, blinds for vehicles; vehicle wheels, tyres, inner tubes for pneumatic tyres, vehicle 

wheel rims, wheel cylinders, hubcaps, pneumatic tyres for vehicles, tyres for vehicle wheels, balance 

weights for vehicle wheels, valves for vehicle tyres, non-skid devices for vehicle tyres, treads for retreading 

tyres, spikes for tyres, anti-skid chains for vehicle tyres; anti-glare devices for vehicles, direction signals for 

vehicles; buffer springs, shock absorbers for vehicles and their parts, suspension shock absorbers for 

vehicles, vehicle suspension springs; vehicle brakes, brake segments, cables, drums, rods, fittings and shoes, 

hydraulic circuits for vehicles; safety belts for vehicles, air bags for vehicles (safety devices), vehicle safety 

seats, vehicle safety seats for children, security harness for vehicle seats; anti-theft devices for vehicles, anti-

theft alarms for vehicles, reversing alarms for vehicles, horns for vehicles; direction indicators for vehicles; 

vehicle dashboards, leather and imitation leather upholstery for vehicles., (16) Manuals and user guides for 

vehicles, printed instructions, printed matter, index cards (stationery), practical instructions, index cards 

proposing ideas, information and advice on servicing, repair and maintenance of vehicles and on spare parts 

and accessories for vehicles; booklets, index books, use log books for vehicles, notepads, posters, calendars, 

almanacs, brochures, catalogues, books, prospectuses, publications, stickers (stationery items)., (17) Rubber, 

gum, rubber material for recapping tyres, raw or partly processed gum; insulation paints for vehicles; 
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sealing, packaging and insulating materials for vehicles, products made of semi-processed plastics for 

vehicles, semi-processed brake lining materials, clutch facings, sealing or insulating gaskets for vehicles, 

insulants for vehicles, insulating tape for vehicles, adhesive bands other than stationery and not for medical 

or household purposes, adhesive bands for vehicles; non-metallic flexible pipes for vehicles, cylinder 

jointings, clutch linings; connecting hose for vehicle radiators., (18) Trunks, suitcases, chests, cases, sets, 

satchels and tool bags (empty)., (20) Non-metallic vehicle locks; non-metallic bolts, hinges, pins, nuts, 

latches, rivets and screws for vehicles; non-metallic registration and numberplates., (21) Glass for vehicle 

windows (semi-finished product)., (22) Raw fibrous textile materials; car towing ropes; tarpaulins for 

vehicles., (25) Clothing, clothing for motorists, clothing for overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance of 

vehicles, coveralls, smocks, caps, headwear, gloves, overcoats, raincoats, overalls, parkas, footwear., (27) 

Mats, non-slip mats, floor mats for motor cars., (34) Ashtrays (not of precious metal) for vehicles., (35) 

Advertising, radio, television and mail advertising; business organisation and management assistance and 

advice; advice and consulting concerning company and personnel management, strategy, organisation and 

administration; sales promotion for third parties, business promotion in all its forms and in particular by 

distribution of advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter) to members of a network of 

professionals in the vehicle overhaul, servicing, repair and maintenance sectors; sales area management and 

organisation consulting; public relations; office work; bill-posting services, distribution of advertising 

materials (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter), dissemination of advertisements, advertising mailing; 

organisation of advertising or promotional fairs, trade fairs, exhibitions and events; opinion polling; 

information and advice concerning sales promotion for third parties and advertising; computer file, database 

and data bank management, operation of administrative, economic, commercial and computer data banks, 

subscription services for all information media in the form of electronic or non-electronic publications, 

digital publications, audiovisual products or multimedia products for interactive or non-interactive use; 

administrative management of portal sites on the Internet providing information and advice concerning 

vehicle overhaul, servicing, repair and maintenance; administrative management of portal sites on the 

Internet allowing members of a network of professionals in the vehicle overhaul, servicing, repair and 

maintenance sectors to obtain information on supply of spare parts and accessories for vehicles; 

teleprocessing services; preparation of estimates., (37) Overhaul, repair, fine-tuning, servicing and 

maintenance of vehicles, vehicle breakdown assistance (repair); advice and information concerning vehicle 

overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance; installation and replacement of rims, exhausts, shock absorbers, 

tyres, batteries, brakes and other spare parts and accessories for vehicles, assembly and fitting of rims, 

exhausts, shock absorbers, tyres, batteries, brakes and other spare parts and accessories for vehicles, advice 

and information concerning the installation, replacement, assembly and fitting of rims, exhausts, shock 

absorbers, tyres, batteries, brakes and other spare parts and accessories for vehicles; retreading of tyres, 

vulcanization of tyres, advice and information on retreading and vulcanization of tyres; vehicle cleaning and 

washing, vehicle lubrication; advice and information on washing, cleaning and lubrication for vehicles; 

painting, polishing and varnishing of vehicles, advice and information concerning the painting, polishing 

and varnishing of vehicles; anti-rust treatment for vehicles, advice and information on anti-rust treatment for 

vehicles; installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance of lighting, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 

equipment and apparatus for vehicles; advice and information on the installation, overhaul, repair and 

maintenance of lighting, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning equipment and apparatus for vehicles; 

services rendered by petrol stations; professional advice and consulting services concerning vehicle 

overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance and concerning spare parts and accessories for vehicles; tuning 

services for vehicles; technical assistance services in connection with repair., (38) Telecommunication 

services; communications via telematic services and via computer terminals; written, radio, audiovisual, 

telephone, telematic and computer communications; communication services on computer networks and 

communications services by all means of broadcasting and including by radio, television, audio and video 

cassette, cable, radio relay, optical fibre networks, satellites, Internet, extranet and intranet networks; 

computer-assisted message and image transmission; electronic messaging services; computer messaging 

services; services of transmission and exchange of data and information on vehicle overhaul, repair, 

servicing and maintenance and on supply of spare parts and accessories for vehicles by telematic, telephone, 

computing means and via Internet, extranet and intranet networks; transmission and exchange of data and 

information contained in databases and data banks concerning overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance 

of vehicles and concerning supply of spare parts and accessories for vehicles; services of transmission and 
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exchange of data and information concerning overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance of vehicles by 

telematic, telephone, computing means, via Internet, extranet and intranet networks and concerning supply 

of spare parts and accessories for vehicles; downloading services; management of on-line support services 

on the Internet concerning vehicle overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance., (39) Vehicle parking, garage 

rental, transport of persons and goods, packaging of goods, warehousing, storage of goods in a warehouse 

with a view to their preservation and safekeeping., (40) Welding work on vehicles, advice and information in 

relation to welding for vehicles., (41) Organisation and conducting of placements, training workshops and/or 

practical training courses (demonstrations) relating to overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance of 

vehicles and to spare parts and accessories for vehicles; arranging and conducting of colloquiums, 

conferences, symposiums concerning vehicle overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance and concerning 

spare parts and accessories for vehicles; publishing of practical instructions and index cards and index cards 

proposing ideas, information and advice on overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance of vehicles and on 

spare parts and accessories for vehicles. and (42) Consulting in vehicle security; quality control for vehicles, 

diagnostic, technical control and regulating services for motor vehicles; preparation of index cards and 

technical information and design of advice cards for informing members of a network of professionals in the 

vehicle overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance sectors and in the spare parts and accessories for 

vehicles sectors; design of index cards and technical information and design of advice cards for informing 

consumers in the vehicle overhaul, repair, servicing and maintenance sectors and in the spare parts and 

accessories for vehicles sectors; technical project services, testing of materials for vehicles, mechanical 

research; legal services, litigation services, leasing access time to a database server centre; setting up and 

development of on-line assistance services on the Internet in the vehicle overhaul, repair, servicing and 

maintenance sectors. 

(540) point.S (and logo) 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/871842 (320) 26/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt BIOCONTROL AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt BIOCONTROL AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (5) Product for killing vermin. 

(540) LITTOVIR  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1192128 (320) 26/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt BIOCONTROL AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt BIOCONTROL AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (1) Natural fertilizers. and (5) Fungicides for agricultural use. 

(540) RhizoVital  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1221431 (320) 23/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt Biocontrol AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt Biocontrol AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (5) Fungicide. 

(540) AmyProtec  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1213746 (320) 20/05/2021   

(750) Andersen Tax LLC 

(731) 1177 Avenue of the Americas, 18th Floor New York NY 10036, U.S.A. 

(740) Oscar L. Alcantara Andersen Tax LLC of 222 West Adams Street  Suite 2250 Chicago, IL 60606 

(510) (35) Tax preparation and services provided by consultants relating thereto; business management 

consultancy; services provided by consultants in the field of commercial strategy and in the field of business 

planning; services provided by consultants in connection with business processes; services provided by 

consultants in the field of mergers, acquisitions and sale of companies; market and competition analysis 

services; accounting; commercial activity appraisal services; business appraisals; services provided by 

consultants relating to accounting, tax preparation, trading and commercial business management; services 

provided by consultants relating to business risk management; business risk assessment services. and (36) 

Provision of financial advice relating to fiscal planning; financial consulting and advisory services; actuarial 

consultancy services; financial evaluation services; financial analysis; financial investment services; capital 

investment; financial risk management; consultants relating to financial instruments and derivatives; 

provision of information relating to finance and securities. 

(540) ANDERSEN CONSULTING  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1306563 (320) 26/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt Biocontrol AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt Biocontrol AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (1) Fertilizers. 

(540) T-Gro  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1306777 (320) 23/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt Biocontrol AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt Biocontrol AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (5) Fungicides for agricultural use. 

(540) T-77  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1306778 (320) 23/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt Biocontrol AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt Biocontrol AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (5) Insecticides for agricultural use; insecticides for domestic use. 

(540) Bb-Protec  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1383504 (320) 04/05/2021   

(750) Japan Tobacco Inc. 

(731) 1-1, Toranomon, 4-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo, Japan 

(740) JT International S.A. of Rue Kazem-Radjavi 8 CH-1202 Genève 

(510) (34) Tobacco, raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus; 

cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff; smokers' articles included in this class; cigarette 

paper, cigarette tubes and matches. 

(540) Winston (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1357146 (320) 30/04/2021   

(750) Dell Inc. 

(731) One Dell Way Round Rock TX 78682, U.S.A. 

(740) Brandstock Legal  Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH of Rückertstraße 1 80336 Munich 

(510) (2) Toner; ink jet cartridges (filled)., (9) Hardware (computer-); computers; software; computer servers; 

desktop computers; notebook computers; laptop computers; computer components and parts; computer 

monitors; computer memory hardware; computer operating software; computer networking hardware; 

network access server hardware; NAS (network attached storage); operating software; tablet PCs; personal 

computers; handheld computers; TV monitors; printers; scanners; fax machines; computer docking station; 

batteries; battery chargers; power adapters; headphones; projectors; speakers; wireless controllers to 

remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices 

or systems; hard disk drives; CD-ROM drives; digital video disc drives; optical disk drives; computer 

peripherals; keyboards; computer mouse; communications processors; pulse code modulating processors; 

modems; tape drives; pc cards; memory cards; smart cards; ethernet cards; memory devices; add-on-cards 

for computers; memory boards; electronic memory integrated circuit chips; electrical cable; audio cable; 

communications cables; power cables; electric cables; cable connectors; cable adapters; coaxial cable 

connectors; electricity connectors; coaxial connectors; power connectors; electrical connectors; electronic 

connectors; adapter connectors (electric-); wire connectors (electricity); computer operating software; utility 

software; computer software packages; data storage devices; data storage apparatus; apparatus for data 

processing; computer software to enable retrieval of data; data processors; communications processors; 

video processors; sound processors; voice processors; processors (central processing units); data networks; 

computer networks; data transmission networks; computer memories; electronic memories; disc memories; 

external memories for cellphones; memories for use with computers; operating software; optical data storage 

drives; apparatus for data storage; data processing software; computer software for processing market 

information; computer software to enable the provision of information via the internet; computer software to 

enable the provision of information via communications networks; data protection backup units; computer 

software; network management software; telecommunications software; network access server operating 

software; computer software for document management; memory storage devices; storage apparatus for 

computer data; storage apparatus for computer programs; personal computer application software for 

managing document control systems; computer software for the collection of positioning data; computer 

software for analysing market information; software for searching and retrieving information across a 

computer network; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer 

hardware; application software for cloud computing services; computer interface software; computer 

software for controlling and managing access server applications; computer programs for project 

management; computer software applications; computer software applications, downloadable; computer 

networks; network management software; computer components and parts; information technology and 

audiovisual equipment; data storage media., (36) Financing services; financing of consumer purchases; 

provision of finance for leasing; financial leasing; credit leasing; financial information services; financial 

information, data, advice and consultancy services., (37) Installation, maintenance, and repair of computer 

hardware; maintenance and repair of data communications networks; maintenance and repair of hardware 

for data processing apparatus; installation of storage facilities; installation of hardware for computer 

networks; repair services for electronic business equipment; installation of hardware for computer systems; 

maintenance and repair of instruments; computer hardware (installation, maintenance and repair of -); 

installation of hardware for computer networks; upgrading of computer hardware; installation of 

communications network instruments; maintenance and repair of hardware for computer networks; 

maintenance and repair of hardware for data communications networks; installation of hardware for data 

network apparatus; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; installation of 

hardware for computer systems; installation of computer hardware for electronic data processing systems; 

maintenance and repair of computer hardware for telecommunications systems; advisory services relating to 

the installation of audiovisual equipment; advisory services relating to the installation of communication 

equipment; advisory services relating to the installation of security and safety equipment; advisory services 

relating to the maintenance and repair of mechanical and electrical equipment; information (repair -); 

information services relating to maintenance of security systems; information services relating to installation 

of security systems; providing information relating to safe maintenance and repair; providing information 
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relating to the repair or maintenance of printing machines; providing information relating to the repair or 

maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or 

maintenance of office machines and apparatus; consultancy services relating to installation of computers., 

(39) Advisory services relating to the distribution of goods., (40) Custom manufacture of computers for 

others; recycling services; providing information relating to printing services; providing information relating 

to the rental of printing machines and apparatus., (41) Education and training services; arranging and 

conducting of classes; seminars; arranging of workshops; arranging conferences; provision of online 

training; training relating to computer software; training services in the field of computer software 

development; arranging and conducting educational conferences; training services relating to computers; 

training relating to computer hardware; training relating to computer programmes; training relating to 

computer techniques; computer training; computer training services; computer education training; training in 

computer programming; computer training advisory services; education services relating to computers; 

training services relating to computer systems; training in the development of computer programs; training 

in the design of computer programs. and (42) Computer design and development services; remote computer 

backup services; installation of firmware; design, development and implementation of software; installation, 

repair and maintenance of computer software; consultancy and advice on computer software and in the 

design and development of computer hardware; consultancy in the field of computer hardware and computer 

software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; advisory and consultancy 

services relating to computer hardware; consultancy relating to computer systems; advisory services relating 

to computer systems design; advisory services relating to computer software design; computer software 

technical support services; information technology support services; consulting in the field of cloud 

computing networks and applications; cloud computing; computer hardware and software consulting 

services; design, development and implementation of software; software development, programming and 

implementation; implementation of computer programs in networks; design, development and 

implementation of software; design and development of computer hardware; computer network services; 

computer software development for others; design, maintenance, rental and updating of computer software; 

installation, maintenance, repair and servicing of computer software; technical consultancy relating to the 

installation and maintenance of computer software; troubleshooting of computer hardware and software 

problems; data migration services; cloud computing services; technical consultancy services relating to 

information technology; consultancy and information services relating to information technology 

architecture and infrastructure; design and development of computer software architecture; design and 

development of computer hardware architecture; hosting platforms on the internet; programming of software 

for internet platforms; consultancy relating to the design of home pages and internet sites; data recovery 

services; data encryption and decoding services; encryption, decryption and authentication of information, 

messages and data; design and development of electronic data security systems; consultancy in the field of 

computer security; software as a service [SaaS]; providing virtual computer environments through cloud 

computing; application service provider [asp], namely, hosting computer software applications of others; 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web site; providing 

information about the design and development of computer software, systems and networks; software as a 

service; platform as a service [PaaS]; design and development of computer software; providing virtual 

computer systems through cloud computing; providing virtual computer environments through cloud 

computing; development and testing of computing methods, algorithms and software; testing of computers; 

testing of computer hardware; testing of computer programs; testing of computer software; testing of 

computing equipment; testing of electronic data processing systems; computer system monitoring services; 

monitoring of network systems; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; computer diagnostic 

services; providing information about the design and development of computer software, systems and 

networks; advisory and information services relating to computer software; advisory and information 

services relating to computer peripherals; information services relating to information technology; services 

for the provision of technological information; design and development of operating software for computer 

networks and servers; maintenance of computer software used for operating filling apparatus and machines; 

design and development of software for importing and managing data; computer rental services; issuing of 

information relating to information technology; analysis of information relating to information technology; 

hiring out data processing equipment; leasing of computer software; leasing of computer programs; leasing 

of computer apparatus; computer leasing; leasing computer facilities; leasing of computer equipment; 
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leasing of access to a computer; leasing access time to a computer; data warehousing; electronic data 

storage; data duplication and conversion services, data coding services; data security services [firewalls]; 

computer programming for data processing; technical design and planning of telecommunications networks; 

design and planning services relating to telecommunication equipment; planning, design, development and 

maintenance of online websites for third parties; technical advice relating to computers; technical advisory 

services relating to data processing; temporary electronic storage of information and data; systems analysis 

(computer -); technical data analysis services; development of computer software application solutions; 

installation and customisation of computer applications software; website development services; 

programming of operating software for computer networks and servers; infrastructure as a service [IaaS]; 

design and development of data storage systems; maintenance of computer software relating to computer 

security and prevention of computer risks; updating of computer software relating to computer security and 

prevention of computer risks; backup services for computer hard drive data; IT security services in the 

nature of protection and recovery of computer data; design and development of internet security programs; 

computer programming services for electronic data security; design and development of electronic data 

security systems; computer security services for protection against illegal network access; provision of 

security services for computer networks, computer access and computerised transactions; IT consultancy, 

advisory and information services. 

(540) DELL TECHNOLOGIES  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1385399 (320) 26/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt Biocontrol AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt Biocontrol AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (5) Products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides. 

(540) Tutavir  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1402052 (320) 15/04/2021   

(750) Suntory Holdings Limited 

(731) 1-40, Dojimahama 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi 530-8203 Osaka, Japan 

(740) SATO Shunji of TMI Associates, 23rd Floor, Roppongi Hills Mori Tower, 6-10-1, Roppongi, Minato-ku 

106-6123 Tokyo 

(510) (33) Awamori [distilled rice spirits]; sake substitute; Japanese white liquor [Shochu]; Japanese sweet rice-

based mixed liquor [Shiro-zake]; sake; Naoshi [Japanese liquor]; Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor 

[Mirin]; western liquors in general; alcoholic fruit beverages; Japanese Shochu-based beverages [Chuhai]; 

beer-flavored alcoholic beverages containing neither malt nor oats; beer-flavored alcoholic beverages 

containing malt or oats, except beers and low malt beers; Chinese liquors in general; flavored liquors. 

(540) THE HOUSE OF SUNTORY The Nature 

and Spirit of Japan (and logo) 

 

 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1455725 (320) 23/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt Biocontrol AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt Biocontrol AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (5) Insecticides for agricultural use; insecticides for domestic use. 

(540) Nomu-Protec  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1359703 (320) 12/05/2021   

(750) Società Italo Britannica L. Manetti - H. Roberts & C. p.A. 

(731) Via Pellicceria, 8 I-50123 Firenze (FI), Italy 

(740) Società Italiana Brevetti S.p.A. of Corso dei Tintori, 25 I-50122 Firenze 

(510) (3) Essential oils for personal use; toiletry preparations; beauty masks; beauty lotions; non-medicated scrubs 

for the face and body; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetic and beauty preparations; 

cosmetic lotions; cosmetic creams; moisturizing preparations; deodorants for personal use; antiperspirants 

for personal use; skin cleansers; cosmetic soaps; non-medicated toilet preparations; cleansers for intimate 

personal hygiene purposes, non medicated; bath soaps; non-medicated bath preparations; bath and shower 

foam; cosmetic bath salts; bath and shower gels; body oils; non-medicated cosmetics; eye make-up; lip 

gloss; lipsticks; face powders; eye pencils; rouge; mascara; foundation make-up; lip pencils; eyeliner; nail 

polish; nail polish remover; make-up remover; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; talcum powder; 

non-medicated dentifrices; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; scented room sprays; 

aromatic potpourris; room fragrancing preparations; incense; sachets for perfuming linen; perfumery; 

perfumes; eau de parfum; eau de cologne; toilet water; shaving preparations; after-shave preparations; non-

medicated hair lotions; non-medicated hair care preparations; non-medicated shampoos; hair conditioners; 

hair sprays; hair gels. and (5) Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 

medicated lotions and creams for the body, skin, face, and hands; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; 

gels, creams and solutions for dermatological use; medical preparations for slimming purposes; 

disinfectants; disinfecting handwash; cleansing solutions for medical purposes; ointments for pharmaceutical 

purposes; antibacterial soap; medicated soap; medicated toiletry preparations; medicated lotions; bath salts 

and bath preparations for medical purposes; pre-moistened medicated tissues; tissues and wipes impregnated 

with pharmaceutical lotions and creams; talcum powder for medical purposes; medicated dentifrices; 

medicated preparations for the care of mouth and teeth; room deodorants; medicated shaving preparations; 

medicated after-shave lotions; medicated hair lotions; medicated shampoos; medicated hair care 

preparations. 

(540) Rogé Cavaillès (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1479651 (320) 12/04/2021   

(750) ZHONGCE RUBBER  GROUP COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) No.2 10th Avenue, Economic and Technological Development Zone, Jianggan District, Hangzhou Zhejiang, 

Peoples Republic of China 

(740) BSFD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AGENCY LIMITED 

807 Huacai Plaza, No. 16 Guangshun North Street, Chaoyang District 100102 Beijing 

(510) (12) Tires for vehicle wheels; pneumatic tires; tires for automobiles. 

(540) BISN (and logo)  

    

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1455725 (320) 23/04/2021   

(750) Andermatt Biocontrol AG 

(731) Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil, Switzerland 

(740) Andermatt Biocontrol AG of Stahlermatten 6 CH-6146 Grossdietwil 

(510) (5) Insecticides for agricultural use; insecticides for domestic use. 

(540) Nomu-Protec  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1532692 (320) 30/04/2021   

(750) SHENZHEN WOODY VAPES TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 

(731) Block 1, Shapuyangyong Industry Park, Songgang, Bao'an District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) SHENZHEN WOODY VAPES TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. of Block 1, Shapuyangyong Industry Park, 

Songgang, Bao'an District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province 

(510) (34) Electronic hookahs; cigarettes; matches; smokeless cigarette vaporizer pipes; cigarette filters; lighters 

for smokers; oral vaporizers for smokers; flavourings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; electronic 

cigarette; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes. 

(540) DRAG (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1509110 (320) 17/04/2021   

(750) Fenix International Limited 

(731) 4th Floor, Imperial House, 8 Kean Street London WC2B 4AS, United Kingdom 

(740) Jan Tamulewicz, Myers Wolin, LLC of 100 S. Jefferson Road, Suite 202 Whippany NJ 07981-1009 

(510) (9) Downloadable computer software for enabling transmission of photographs; computer software for the 

collection, organizing, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; computer software which 

facilitates online services for social networking, building social networking applications and for allowing 

data retrieval, upload, download, access and management; computer software to enable uploading, 

downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise 

providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks; computer software 

platforms., (35) Online subscription services for the purpose of allowing individuals to subscribe and access 

content uploaded by members of the service for sporting, fitness and entertainment purposes., (38) 

Telecommunications; providing access to interactive communication services (blogs); providing Internet 

chatrooms; telecommunications services, namely electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, 

images and information; peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital 

photo files among internet users; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; providing 

online forums for communication on topics of user interest; providing online chat rooms and electronic 

bulletin boards; broadcasting services over computer or other communication networks namely, uploading, 

posting, displaying, tagging, and electronically transmitting data, information, messages, graphics, and 

images; photo sharing and data sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files, 

videos, audio visual content and data among internet and mobile device users; electronic exchange of 

messages via chat lines, chatrooms and Internet forums; video-on-demand transmission services; video 

broadcasting; providing access to a web site that gives users the ability to upload photographs., (41) 

Providing entertainment services, namely, providing entertainment services featuring non-downloadable 

video, photographs, images, audio, and text through a website and via a global computer network; providing 

entertainment services in the fields of social and community interest groups, specifically sporting, fitness 

and entertainment community interest groups through computers or electronic and online databases; 

publication of electronic journals and web logs featuring user generated or specified content in relation to 

sporting, fitness and entertainment purposes; electronic publishing services for others. and (42) Technical 

support services, namely, providing help desk services in the field of computer software, namely, providing 

users with instructions and advice on the use of downloadable computer software, provided online and via e- 

mail; computer services, namely, providing an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to 

manage their online photograph and social networking accounts; online providing of non-downloadable 

software for displaying and sharing user location data, photographs and images, and for searching for and 

locating other users and places and interacting therewith; providing online non-downloadable software for 

displaying and sharing user location data, photographs and images, and for searching for and locating other 

users and places and interacting therewith; updating of Internet pages; software design services; design of 

computer systems; installation and maintenance of software for Internet access; rental and maintenance of 

memory space for websites, for others (hosting); providing or rental of electronic memory space on the 
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 Internet (web space). 

(540) OnlyFans (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1582415 (320) 23/04/2021   

(750) Jose Bay e.U. 

(731) DC Tower, Donau-City-Straße 7/2/30.Stock A-1220 Wien, Austria 

(740) Jose Bay e.U. of DC Tower, Donau-City-Straße 7/2/30.Stock A-1220 Wien 

(510) (36) Financial services; banking; brokerage; brokerage of currency; buying and selling currency; exchange 

brokerage; capital investment; investments; financial clearing and financial clearing houses; deposits of 

valuables; electronic funds transfer; exchanging money; financial analysis; financial consultancy; financial 

advisory services; financial information; financing services; issuance of tokens of value; online banking; 

processing of financial transactions; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; 

providing financial information via a web site; providing rebates at participating establishments of others 

through use of a membership card; safe deposit services; securities brokerage; stock brokerage services; 

stock exchange quotations; loans; monitoring of funds; monitoring of investments; investment research; 

economic financial research services; financial modelling; business appraisals for financial valuation; 

trading and exchange of bitcoins; buying, selling and exchange of trading currency; digital currency 

exchange services; trading of securities; financial transactions using digital tokens; the foregoing related to 

digital currency, cryptocurrency and currency trading. 

(540) Jobchain  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1590182 (320) 12/12/2020   

(750) SERUM INSTITUTE OF INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 

(731) Sarosh Bhavan, 16-B/1, Dr. Ambedkar Road Pune-411001, India 

(740) SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES 

1/9, Dnyanayog Soc., Paranjape Nagar, Vazira Naka, L. T. Rd., Borivali (w) Mumbai-400 091 

(510) (5) Vaccine. 

(540) ROTASIIL  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1590366 (320) 31/03/2021   

(750) Servowatch Systems Ltd 

(731) Endeavour House, Benbridge Industrial Estate, Holloway Road, Heybridge MALDON, Essex CM9 4ER, 

United Kingdom 

(740) Servowatch Systems Ltd of Endeavour House, Benbridge Industrial Estate, Holloway Road, Heybridge 

MALDON, Essex CM9 4ER 

(510) (9) Computer software. 

(540) WINMON  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1591241 (320) 08/03/2021   

(750) Step One Clothing Pty Ltd 

(731) Fl2, 710 Collins St DOCKLANDS VIC 3008, Australia 

(740) Trademark Ventures of 302/521 Toorak Rd TOORAK VIC 3142 

(510) (25) Apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear); athletic clothing; clothing; drawers (clothing); ladies clothing; 

men's clothing; woven articles of clothing; footwear; headgear for wear; jockstraps (underwear); briefs 

[underwear]; underwear; underclothes; underpants; bras; brassieres; boxer shorts; socks; sleepwear. 

(540) STEP ONE (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1590728 (320) 14/04/2021   

(750) EcoFlow Inc. 

(731) Plant A202, Founder Technology Industrial Park, Shiyan Sub-district, Bao’an District Shenzhen 518000 

Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Chofn Intellectual Property of Room 1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 12th Floor, 68 North Fourth Ring Road 

W., Haidian 100080 Beijing 

(510) (9) Galvanic cells; battery chargers; batteries, electric; charging stations for electric vehicles; portable power 

supplies (rechargeable batteries); batteries, electric, for vehicles; battery boxes; accumulators, electric; 

photovoltaic cells; solar batteries. 

(540) ECOFLOW (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1590748 (320) 14/04/2021   

(750) XiaQuan 

(731) Room 2107, Block A, Jiaqiao International Plaza, Wanghu Street, Baohe District, Hefei City Anhui 

Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Hefei Shenzhou Brand Office Co., Ltd. 

Room 1805, Tower block A, Jiahua Center, No. 9 Suixi Road East, Hefei City Anhui Province 

(510) (21) Thermally insulated containers for food; brushes; drinking vessels; cosmetic utensils; insect traps; toilet 

utensils; toothbrushes; kitchen utensils; dusting cloths [rags]; floss for dental purposes. 

(540) BMBO (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1591172 (320) 24/03/2021   

(750) GuangDong OPPO Mobile Telecommunications Corp., Ltd. 

(731) No.18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang’an, Dongguan Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) CHANG TSI & PARTNERS 

7-8th Floor, Tower A, Hundred Island Park, Bei Zhan Bei Jie Street, Xicheng District 100044 Beijing 

(510) (9) Computer programs, downloadable; computer software, recorded; smartphone software applications, 

downloadable; computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; software to 

control and improve audio equipment sound quality; cell phones; earphones; cabinets for loudspeakers. 

(540) HeyMelody (and logo)  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1590856 (320) 09/04/2021   

(750) GUANGDONG MARUBI BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD 

(731) Building 2, No.92, Banhe Road, Science City,  High-Tech Industrial Development Zone, Guangzhou  

Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) GUANGZHOU BTA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AGENCY CO., LTD. 

Room 07 14th Floor Guangdong Asia International Hotel, 326-1, Huan Shi Dong Road, Yue Xiu District, 

Guangzhou 510060 Guangdong 

(510) (3) Cleansing milk for toilet purposes; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; essential oils; grinding 

preparations; cosmetics; toothpaste; potpourris [fragrances]; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing 

preparations. 

(540) MARUBI (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1547785 (320) 08/03/2021   

(750) GD Midea Air-Conditioning Equipment Co., Ltd. 

(731) Lingang Road, Beijiao, Shunde, Foshan Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) ADVANCE CHINA IP LAW OFFICE 

45/F, CTF Finance Center, No. 6 Zhujiang East Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City 510623 Guangdong 

Province 

(510) (7) Agitators; mixing machines; churns; mills [machines]; butter machines; food preparation machines, 

electromechanical; juice grinder for food industry; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; 

electric juicers; dishwashers; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; blenders, electric, for household 

purposes; kitchen machines, electric; beaters, electric; food processors, electric; coffee grinders, other than 

hand-operated; washing machines [laundry]; dry-cleaning machines; wringing machines for laundry; 

industrial robots; cigarette machines for industrial purposes; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; 

robotic arms for industrial purposes; starters for motors and engines; dynamos; generators of electricity; 

dynamo belts; electric motors for refrigerators; motors, other than for land vehicles; engines, other than for 

land vehicles; air filters being parts of machines; compressors [machines]; turbocompressors; compressors 

for refrigerators; compressed air machines; pumps [machines]; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; 

pressure regulating valves; vacuum cleaners; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; rechargeable 

sweepers; steam mops; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; dust removing installations for cleaning 

purposes; garbage disposal units; agricultural machines; disintegrators; saw blades [parts of machines]; 

papermaking machines; printing presses; machines for the textile industry; tea processing machines; 

spraying machines; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; welding machines, electric; leather-working 

machines; ironing machines; rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics; bicycle assembling machines; 

brickmaking machine; engraving machines; battery powered engine; cord making machines; porcelain 

enamel making machine; bulb making machine; wrapping machines; briquet-making machine; machines for 

processing plastics; glass-working machines; fertilizer manufacturing machines; electromechanical 

machines for chemical industry; rinsing machines; rolling mills; drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; hoists; 

stamping machines; metalworking machines; steam engines; carburetters; hydraulic turbines; pushpin 

machine; pin making machine; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; electronic industry equipment; 

spectacle lens processing machines; gas liquefaction installations. and (11) Electric lamps; lighting apparatus 

and installations; cooking utensils, electric; kettles, electric; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; food 

steamers, electric; autoclaves, electric, for cooking; pressure cookers, electric; coffee machines, electric; 

bread-making machines; multicookers; cooking apparatus and installations; heating and cooling apparatus 

for dispensing hot and cold beverages; electric frying pans; electric cooking pots; induction cookers; electric 

cooking ovens for household purposes; cooking stoves; roasters; electric ranges; gas stoves; heated display 

cabinets; freezers; refrigerating apparatus and machines; refrigerating display cabinets; wine cellars, electric; 

air conditioners; fans [air-conditioning]; refrigerators; ice machines and apparatus; air purifying apparatus 

and machines; air conditioning installations; electric hair drier; fabric steamers; laundry dryers, electric; 

drying apparatus and installations; extractor hoods for kitchens; heat pumps; gas burners; fireplaces, 

domestic; dampers [heating]; heating installations; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; bath fittings; 

heaters for baths; hot water heater (gas or electric heating); solar energy water heater; water flushing 

installations; toilet bowls; toilet seats; sanitary apparatus and installations; drinking fountains; water 

purifying apparatus and machines; water filtering apparatus; disinfectant apparatus; water purification 

installations; water sterilizers; oil purifying installations; sterilizing cabinets; radiators, electric; pocket 

warmers; stoves [heating apparatus]; gas lighters; soybean milk making machines, for household purposes. 

(540) comfee (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1590838 (320) 09/02/2021   

(750) Non-profit organization Fund  for Practical Shooting Development 

(731) Aviamotornaya street, 4, building 1,  apartment 16 RU-111116 Moscow, Russian Federation 

(740) Ekaterina Nikiforova of Aviamotornaya street, 4, building 1,  apartment 16 RU-111116 Moscow 

(510) (25) Bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; berets; overalls; teddies 

[underclothing]; boxer shorts; ankle boots; boots for sports; breeches for wear; trousers; football shoes; 

brassieres; valenki [felted boots]; mittens; collars [clothing]; detachable collars; shirt yokes; galoshes; 

neckties; ascots; leggings [leg warmers]; gaiters; boot uppers; jerseys [clothing]; waistcoats; sports jerseys; 

hosiery; heels; hoods [clothing]; pockets for clothing; caps being headwear; cap peaks; visors being 

headwear; tights; slips [underclothing]; combinations [clothing]; suits; bathing suits; masquerade costumes; 

beach clothes; headscarves; jackets [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; fishing vests; leggings [trousers]; 

liveries; camisoles; sports singlets; furs [clothing]; bibs, not of paper; bibs, sleeved, not of paper; fur stoles; 

ear muffs [clothing]; socks; sweat-absorbent socks; footwear; beach shoes; sports shoes; clothing; paper 

clothing; outerclothing; embroidered clothing; ready-made clothing; motorists' clothing; cyclists' clothing; 

clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; waterproof clothing; clothing incorporating LEDs; 

uniforms; clothing containing slimming substances; overcoats; parkas; gloves [clothing]; pyjamas; bathing 

trunks; scarves; pocket squares; dresses; headbands [clothing]; braces for clothing [suspenders]; half-boots; 

lace boots; ponchos; girdles; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; sashes for wear; non-slipping devices 

for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; welts for footwear; shirts; wooden shoes; sandals; bath sandals; boots; 

jumper dresses; saris; sarongs; sweaters; footwear uppers; inner soles; albs; bath slippers; togas; knitwear 

[clothing]; underpants; shoes; gymnastic shoes; slippers; headwear; aprons [clothing]; tee-shirts; rash guards; 

dressing gowns; bath robes; tips for footwear; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; shawls; paper hats 

[clothing]; shower caps; bathing caps; neck tube scarves; hats; babies' pants [underwear]; gaiter straps; 

pelisses; esparto shoes or sandals; skirts; petticoats; skorts; sleep masks; fingerless gloves. and (41) 

Academies [education]; rental of sports grounds; booking of seats for shows; physical education; publication 

of books; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; correspondence courses; practical training 

[demonstration]; training services provided via simulators; providing recreation facilities; arranging and 

conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops 

[training]; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; organization of 

competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of sports competitions; vocational guidance 

[education or training advice]; vocational retraining; providing online videos, not downloadable; providing 

information in the field of education; providing information relating to recreational activities; providing user 

reviews for entertainment or cultural purposes; providing user rankings for entertainment or cultural 

purposes; providing sports facilities; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; conducting 

fitness classes; educational examination; film production, other than advertising films; rental of videotapes; 

rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of training simulators; online publication of electronic 

books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio entertainment; entertainment 

services; film directing, other than advertising films; party planning [entertainment]; game services provided 

online from a computer network; personal trainer services [fitness training]; club services [entertainment or 

education]; teaching; educational services provided by special needs assistants; educational services provided 

by schools; physical fitness assessment services for training purposes; ticket agency services [entertainment]; 

coaching [training]; sport camp services; nursery schools; timing of sports events; production of shows; 

health club services [health and fitness training]; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; 

organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes. 

(540) I.P.S.C. DVC (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1591277 (320) 08/03/2021   

(750) Jiangxi Yirun Technology Co., Ltd. 

(731) 1st room, 3rd floor, 9th standard factory building (Jinling Science and Technology Park), Ganzhou Economic 

and Technological Development Zone, Ganzhou City Jiangxi, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) HEFEI WISDOM LONGTOTEM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CORPORATION LIMITED 

B1014, Floor 10, Business And Office Building, Woyehuayuan, Shushan District, Hefei City Anhui Province 

(510) (11) Filters for drinking water; purification installations for sewage; ionization apparatus for the treatment of 

air or water; air filtering installations; water sterilisers; water purifying apparatus and machines; ventilation 

[air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; purification installations for sewage; water filtering apparatus; 

air purifying apparatus and machines. 

(540) 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1592117 (320) 07/04/2021   

(750) ZHEJIANG XINGBAO UMBRELLA CO., LTD. 

(731) Linghui Street, Xietang Town, Shangyu District, Shaoxing City Zhejiang Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) UNITALEN ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No.22, Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(510) (18) Animal skins; pocket wallets; backpacks; umbrella handles; umbrellas; briefcases; umbrella or parasol 

ribs; leather trimmings for furniture; leather straps; mountaineering sticks. 

(540) Real Star (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1591690 (320) 10/02/2021   

(750) Guangdong DEERMA Technology Co., Ltd. 

(731) No. 4-1, Longhui Road, Malong Village Committee, Beijiao Town, Shunde District, Foshan City Guangdong 

Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Beyond Attorneys at Law of Rm. 606, F6, Xijin Centre, 39 Lianhuachi East Rd., Haidian District 100036 

Beijing 

(510) (7) Washing machines [laundry]; food processors, electric; vegetable cutters [machines] for household 

purposes; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; blenders, electric, for household purposes; 

vacuum cleaners for household purposes; food preparation machines, electromechanical; electrical kitchen 

machines; electric vacuum cleaners for industrial use; machines for making soybean milk for household use., 

(9) Weighing machines; bathroom scales; smartphones; planimeters; materials for electricity mains [wires, 

cables]; battery chargers; electrified fences; teaching robots; flashing lights [luminous signals]; radios; Global 

Positioning System [GPS] apparatus., (11) Germicidal lamps for purifying air; freezers; heating apparatus, 

electric; hydromassage bath apparatus; water purifying apparatus and machines; hair dryers; radiators, electric; 

griddles [cooking appliances]; air humidifiers; laundry driers, electric. and (21) Cosmetic utensils; thermally 

insulated containers for food; kitchen utensils; smoke absorbers for household purposes; nail brushes; fitted 

vanity cases; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; toothbrushes, electric; drinking vessels; mosquito 

eliminator. 

(540) deerma (and logo)  

 

  
 

 

__________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1592216 (320) 18/11/2020   

(750) ThisCompany Limited 

(731) 8 Percy Street London W1T 1DJ, United Kingdom 

(740) Briffa of Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington London N1 0QH 

(510) (16) Printed matter, paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; 

swing tags; labels; catalogues; magazines; journals; periodicals; manuals; newspapers; posters; point of sale 

marketing materials made from paper or cardboard; address books; organisers; photographs; stationery; 

instructional and teaching materials (except apparatus); greetings cards; books; calendars; publications; 

comics; cartoons; albums; scrap books; gift wrap; plastic bags; paper bags; stickers and sticker albums; cases, 

bags, wallets, all of either paper, card or plastic (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 

13 (2) (b) of the Regulations); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes). 

(540) M+ Molecule 01 (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1592521 (320) 10/03/2021   

(750) Weichai Power Co., Ltd. 

(731) 197, Section A, Fushou East Street, High Technology Industrial Development Zone, Weifang City Shandong 

Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Shanghai IPR Point Co., Ltd. 

002-003 Mailbox Shanghai 

(510) (9) Battery packs; fuel cells; power packs [batteries]; power units [batteries]; charging devices for motor 

vehicles; solar cells; electric batteries for powering electric vehicles; car batteries; galvanic batteries; charging 

stations for electric vehicles. 

(540) WEICHAI (and logo)  

   
 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1593608 (320) 11/02/2021   

(750) Janssen Pharmaceutica NV 

(731) Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 Beerse, Belgium 

(740) Novagraaf Nederland B.V. 

Hoogoorddreef 5 NL-1101 BA Amsterdam 

(510) (5) Human pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of central nervous system diseases. 

(540) BYANNLI  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1593615 (320) 02/03/2021   

(750) Beijing Jingheng Tengwei Kejian Trade Co.,Ltd. 

(731) Room 306, Third Floor, 28-09 Nanhuan Road, Chengbei Street, Changping District 102200 Beijing, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) Guangdong LiZhiJun IP Services Ltd. 

Room 315, Unit 1, Building 1, Poly Duhui Building, No.4, Sanyuan Road, Nancheng Street, Dongguan City 

Guangdong Province 

(510) (9) Calculating machines; computer peripheral devices; wrist rests for use with computers; mouse pads; 

computer game software, downloadable; computer keyboards; battery chargers; mouse [computer peripheral]; 

eyeglasses. 

(540) RK ROYAL KLUDGE (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1593911 (320) 02/03/2021   

(750) PT. ROYAL PESONA INDONESIA 

(731) Green Lake City Rukan Crown Blok RKAB No.7, Kel Petir, Kec. Cipondoh, Kota Tangcrang Banten, 15147, 

Indonesia 

(740) Benny Muliawan S,E.,M.H., of PT. BNL Patent, BNL Patent Building, Jalan Ngagel Jaya, No. 40, Surabaya 

Jawa  Timur 60283 

(510) (3) Compact powder for the face; blush; eye shadows; beauty serums (cosmetics); eau de parfum; cosmetic 

face powder; body lotions for cosmetic purposes; false eyelashes; concealers [cosmetics]; cosmetic kits; make-

up kits; make-up kits consisting principally of foundations, mascaras, blushes, glosses and lipsticks [not 

including brushes and sponges]; cosmetics; face creams; lipsticks; make-up powder; cleaners for cosmetic 

brushes; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; cosmetic soap; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; non-

medicated hair treatment preparations for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic facial toners. 

(540) S SOMETHINC (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1594086 (320) 04/03/2021   

(750) Reality MagiQ, Inc. 

(731) H-Square S 711-1, 231, Pangyoyeok-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do 13494, Rep.of Korea 

(740) IPS PATENT FIRM of (Seocho-dong) 2th Fl., 14, Banpo-daero 23-gil, Seocho-gu Seoul 06656 

(510) (9) Computer game programmes; downloadable mobile game software; computer game software, recorded; 

electronic game software; interactive multimedia software for playing games. and (41) Gaming services; 

electronic games services provided by means of the internet; mobile game services; online game services 

provided via mobile applications; providing on-line computer games; games equipment rental; arranging and 

conducting of game events; providing of game contents via online; games services provided via computer 

networks and global communication networks. 

(540) DYSTERRA  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1594213 (320) 30/03/2021   

(750) Qingzhou Tanboer Garment Co., Ltd. 

(731) No. 3588 Zhaode Road, Qingzhou City, Weifang City Shandong Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Shandong Fangyu Trademark Agency Co., Ltd. 

25th Floor, Building 2, Hengda Fortune Center, Zhangzhuang Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City Shandong 

Province 

(510) (25) Clothing; layettes [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; theatrical costumes; shoes; hats; hosiery; neckties; 

girdles; gloves [clothing]. 

(540) TANBOER (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1605309 (320) 02/06/2021   

(750) Ecolab USA Inc. 

(731) 1 Ecolab Place Saint Paul MN 55102, U.S.A. 

(740) CMS Hasche Sigle Partnerschaft von Rechtsanwälten und Steuerberatern mbB 

Kranhaus 1, Im Zollhafen 18 50678 Köln 

(510) (11) Disinfectant apparatus; decontamination apparatus; sterilizers; sterilization apparatus and instruments, and 

related parts and equipment therefor. 

(540) BIOQUELL QUBE  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1594755 (320) 09/02/2021   

(750) Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, Anstalt des öffentlichen Rechts 

(731) Graurheindorfer Str. 108 53117 Bonn, Germany 

(740) Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, Anstalt des öffentlichen Rechts 

Graurheindorfer Str. 108 53117 Bonn 

(510) (16) Brochures, publications. and (36) Financial affairs. 

(540) BaFin Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (and 

logo) 

 

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1594560 (320) 09/02/2021   

(750) Dochirnie pidpryiemstvo  "Kondyterska korporatsiia "Roshen" 

(731) prospect Nauky, bud. 1, korpus 1 m. Kyiv 03039, Ukraine 

(740) Alina Skrybka of 1 Nauky Avenue,  building 1 Kyiv 03039 

(510) (30) Peanut confectionery; cereal bars; high-protein cereal bars; flour confectionery; waffles; biscuits; cake frosting 

[icing]; chocolate-coated nuts; mirror icing [mirror glaze]; chewing gum; custard; cereal-based snack food; frozen yogurt 

[confectionery ices]; caramels [sweets]; confectionery; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; sugar confectionery; 

crackers; liquorice [confectionery]; mints for breath freshening; marzipan; almond paste; almond confectionery; ice 

cream; dessert mousses [confectionery]; chocolate mousses; peppermint sweets; stick liquorice [confectionery]; lozenges 

(confectionery); pastilles [confectionery]; pies; fondants [confectionery]; pralines; candy decorations for cakes; chocolate 

decorations for cakes; gingerbread; puddings; cake powder; rice pudding; rice cakes; malt biscuits; candies; sorbets 

[ices]; chocolate-based spreads; chocolate spreads containing nuts; petit-beurre biscuits; tarts; cakes; tortillas; fruit jellies 

[confectionery]; halvah; sweets; chocolate. 

(540) FUDGENTA (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1595220 (320) 23/04/2021   

(750) BHARAT BIOTECH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 

(731) Genome valley, Turkapally, Shameerpet, Hyderabad Telangana – 500078, India 

(740) VATSALA SINGH HASAN of M/S. Hasan And Singh, 2nd Floor, Amrita Towers, Plot No. 82, Camelot 

Layout, Kondapur Hyderabad 500084 

(510) (5) Vaccine for human use. 

(540) INCOVACC (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1606443 (320) 04/06/2021   

(750) Super League Gaming, Inc. 

(731) #203 2912 Colorado Blvd. Santa Monica CA 90404, U.S.A. 

(740) Bradley J. Walz Barnes & Thornburg, LLP 

225 South Sixth Street, 2800 Capella Tower Minneapolis MN 55402 

(510) (41) Video production services. 

(540) VIRTUALIS  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1594854 (320) 17/02/2021   

(750) KOLAT MOTOSİKLET BİS. MOT. ARAÇ. SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş. 

(731) BÜYÜK KAYACIK MAH. KONYA ORG., SAN. BÖL 407 NOLU SOK. NO:7, SELÇUKLU KONYA, 

Turkey 

(740) Mehmet Mesut BARKALE - Kimlik Patent Dan. Bil. Hiz. Ltd. Şti. 

NİŞANTAŞI MH., DR. M. HULUSİ BAYBAL CD. NO:4, DEMİRCİ İŞ MRK., B BLOK K:8 NO:807, 

SELÇUKLU KONYA 

(510) (12) Motor land vehicles, motorcycles, mopeds; engines and motors for land vehicles; clutches for land 

vehicles; transmissions, transmission belts and transmission chains for land vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; 

brakes, brake discs and brake linings for land vehicles; vehicle chassis, automobile bonnets, vehicle 

suspension springs, shock absorbers for automobiles, gearboxes for land vehicles, steering wheels for vehicles, 

rims for vehicle wheels; bicycles and their bodies; handlebars and mudguards for bicycles; vehicle bodies; 

tipping bodies for trucks; trailers for tractors; frigorific bodies for land vehicles; trailer hitches for vehicles; 

vehicle seats; head-rests for vehicle seats; safety seats for children, for vehicles; seat covers for vehicles; 

vehicle covers (shaped); sun-blinds adapted for vehicles; direction signals and arms for direction signals for 

vehicles; windscreen wipers and wiper arms for vehicles; inner and outer tires for vehicle wheels; tubeless 

tires; tire-fixing sets comprised of tire patches and tire valves for vehicles; windows for vehicles, safety 

windows for vehicles, rearview mirrors and wing mirrors for vehicles; anti-skid chains for vehicles; luggage 

carriers for vehicles; bicycle and ski carriers for cars; saddles for bicycles or motorcycles; air pumps for 

vehicles, for inflating tires; anti-theft alarms for vehicles, horns for vehicles; safety belts for vehicle seats, air 

bags (safety devices for automobiles); baby carriages, wheelchairs, pushchairs; wheelbarrows; shopping carts; 

single or multi-wheeled wheelbarrows; shopping trolleys; grocery carts; handling carts; rail vehicles; 

locomotives; trains; trams; waggons; cable cars; chairlifts; vehicles for locomotion by water and their parts, 

other than their motors and engines; vehicles for locomotion by air and their parts, other than their motors and 

engines. 

(540) FALCON (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1595656 (320) 01/04/2021   

(750) OnlyKem (Jinan) Technology Co., Ltd. 

(731) 803, 8F, Tiantai Square,  Jingshi Road, High Tech District, Jinan 250101 Shandong, Peoples Republic of 

China 

(740) QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS of 36F, Building A4-3, Hanyu Gold Valley Business Centre, No.7000 Jingshi 

Road, High-Tech Zone, Jinan 250101 Shandong 

(510) (11) Refrigerating cabinets; freezers; refrigerating apparatus and machines; refrigerating chambers; 

refrigerating containers; ice machines and apparatus; refrigerating appliances and installations; heat 

exchangers, other than parts of machines. 

(540) OnlyKem (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1613698 (320) 02/06/2021   

(750) ROLEX SA 

(731) Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26, Switzerland 

(740) ROLEX SA of Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26 

(510) (6) Nuts of metal., (8) Hand-operated hand tools and implements; nut wrench. and (14) Components of 

timepieces and accessories for timepieces not included in other classes. 

(540) MICROSTELLA  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1605374 (320) 03/06/2021   

(750) Honor Device Co., Ltd. 

(731) Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West Road, Xiangmihu Street, Futian 

District, Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Chofn Intellectual Property 

1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 12th Floor, 68 North Fourth Ring Road W., Haidian 100080 Beijing 

(510) (9) Computers; tablet computers; notebook computers; all-in-one personal computer TVs; downloadable 

mobile phone software applications; operating system programs; computer software, recorded; smartwatches; 

smartglasses; computer hardware; computer peripheral devices; data processing apparatus; interactive touch 

screen terminals; protective films adapted for computer screens; displays; mouse [computer peripheral]; bags 

adapted for computers; pedometers; face recognition devices; fingerprint identifiers; bathroom scales; 

smartphones; mobile phones; network communication equipment; wearable activity trackers; global 

positioning system [GPS] apparatus; routers; wireless headsets for smartphones; headsets for mobile 

telephones; cameras for cell phones; cabinets for loudspeakers; camcorders; set top boxes; earphones; 

television apparatus; virtual reality headsets; electric monitoring apparatus; car video recorders; smartphone 

camera lenses; cameras; digital projectors; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; air analysis 

apparatus; teaching robots; optical lenses; USB cables for mobile phones; chips [integrated circuits]; touch 

screens; sensors; display screens for mobile phones; mobile phone screens; remote control apparatus; video 

screens; battery chargers for mobile phones; rechargeable batteries; wireless chargers for smartphones. 

(540) MagicBook  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1606543 (320) 03/06/2021   

(750) Honor Device Co., Ltd. 

(731) Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West Road, Xiangmihu Street, Futian 

District, Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Chofn Intellectual Property 

1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 12th Floor, 68 North Fourth Ring Road W., Haidian 100080 Beijing 

(510) (9) Computers; tablet computers; notebook computers; TV and computer all-in-one; smartphone software 

applications, downloadable; smartwatches; smartglasses; data processing apparatus; interactive touch screen 

terminals; privacy screen protectors adapted for laptops; display screens; mouse; cases adapted for computers; 

stands adapted for laptops; notebook computer cooling pads; touch screen pens; computer keyboards; 

pedometers; facial recognition apparatus; fingerprint identifiers; bathroom scales; smartphones; network 

communication equipment; wearable activity trackers; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; network 

routers; cabinets for loudspeakers; camcorders; set-top boxes; headsets; television apparatus; virtual reality 

headsets; electronic surveillance apparatus; dashboard cameras; cameras; digital projector; connected bracelets 

[measuring instruments]; air analysis apparatus; teaching robots; optical lenses; USB cable for mobile phone; 

chips [integrated circuits]; touch screens; sensors; remote control apparatus; rechargeable batteries; wireless 

chargers; computer chassis; electronic data processing apparatus equipped with learning software. 

(540) MagicBook View  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1613526 (320) 01/06/2021   

(750) ROLEX SA 

(731) Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26, Switzerland 

(740) ROLEX SA of Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26 

(510) (14) Timepieces, namely, watches, wristwatches, component parts of timepieces and accessories for timepieces 

not included in other classes, clocks and other chronometric instruments, chronometers, chronographs 

(timepieces), watch bands, watch clasps, dials (timepieces), boxes and cases for timepieces and jewelry, watch 

movements and their parts; jewelry, jewelry items; precious stones and semi-precious stones; precious metals 

and their alloys; pins (jewelry). 

(540) FLIPLOCK  

___________ 
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IV. MADRID MARKS REGISTERED 

 

(310) MD/M/1/848478 (320) 09/09/2019   

(750) Rieker Holding AG 

(731) Stockwiesenstrasse 1 CH-8240 Thayngen, Switzerland 

(740) HEUKING KÜHN LÜER WOJTEK Partnerschaft mbB 

Augustenstraße 1 70178 Stuttgart 

(510) Int Class 18 and  25 

(540) REMONTE  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1510990 (320) 15/11/2019   

(750) BETA GIDA SANAYİ VE TİCARET ANONİM ŞİRKETİ 

(731) Hacı Sabancı Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Osb, Fuzuli Caddesi No:1, Sarıçam  Adana, Turkey 

(740) TERCİH PATENT ANONİM ŞİRKETİ 

F.Çakmak Mah., Sokak Yuntes Plaza 4/109 TR-10633 Karatay Konya 

(510) Int. Class 29 and 30. 

(540) Besta (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1502929 (320) 13/03/2020   

(750) LocalCover Group Holdings Limited 

(731) 6/F, The Annex, Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Road Hong Kong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Norton Rose Fulbright Australia 

GPO Box 3872 Sydney NSW 2001 

(510) Int. Class 35 and 36. 

(540) 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1517629 (320) 28/09/2019   

(750) KICKR IP LIMITED 

(731) 38-39 FITZWILLIAM SQUARE DUBLIN 2, DUBLIN D02 NX53, Ireland 

(740) KICKR IP LIMITED 

38-39 FITZWILLIAM SQUARE DUBLIN 2, DUBLIN D02 NX53 

(510) Int. Class 32 

(540) KICKR  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1517795 (320) 26/11/2019   

(750) Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 

(731) 129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do, Rep.of Korea 

(740) Y.P.LEE, MOCK & PARTNERS of 12F, Daelim Acrotel, 13 Eonju-ro 30-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 

(510) Int. Class 7, 11 and 14 

(540) 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1517950 (320) 15/11/2019   

(750) Société Air France 

(731) 45 rue de Paris  F-95747 Roissy-Charles-de-Gaulle, France 

(740) MEYER ET PARTENAIRES,  M. Pierre LORENTZ 

Espace Européen de l'Entreprise, 2 rue de Dublin F-67300 SCHILTIGHEIM 

(510) Int. Class 39 

(540) 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1518079 (320) 01/11/2019   

(750) PT SOFTEX INDONESIA 

(731) Jl. Raya Serang Km. 7 Komp Industri Gajah, Pasir Jaya, Kec. Jatiuwung, Kab Tangerang Banten, Indonesia 

(740) PT SOFTEX INDONESIA 

Jl. Raya Serang Km. 7 Komp Industri Gajah, Pasir Jaya, Kec. Jatiuwung, Kab Tangerang Banten 

(510) Int. Class 5 

(540) Softex (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1518434 (320) 23/08/2019   

(750) NUTIFOOD NUTRITION FOOD JOINT STOCK COMPANY 

(731) 281-283 Hoang Dieu, Ward 6, District 4 Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam 

(740) VISION & ASSOCIATES of Unit 308-310, 3rd Floor, Hanoi Towers, 49 Hai Ba Trung Street Hanoi 

(510) Int. Class 5 and 30 

(540) ENPLUS  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1518582 (320) 16/10/2019   

(750) KABUSHIKI KAISHA KOBE SEIKO SHO trading also as KOBE STEEL, LTD. 

(731) 2-4, Wakinohama-Kaigandori 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 651-8585, Japan 

(740) UENOYAMA Megumi of c/o YUASA AND HARA, Section 206, New-Ohtemachi Bldg., 2-1, Ohtemachi 2-

chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-0004 

(510) Int. Class 35, 37, 39, 40, 42  and 45 

(540) KOBELCO (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1521876 (320) 31/01/2020   

(750) N.V. Organon 

(731) Kloosterstraat 6 NL-5349 AB Oss, The Netherlands 

(740) Merkenbureau Knijff & Partners B.V. 

Leeuwenveldseweg 12 NL-1382 LX Weesp 

(510) Intel. Class 5, 42  and 44 

(540) ORGANON  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1521763 (320) 01/11/2019   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. 

11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 

100013 Beijing 

(510) Intel. Class 7, 8,  10, 11, 12, 20, 21 and 28  

(540) HarmonyOS (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1521888 (320) 18/11/2019   

(750) HIMEDIA LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED 

(731) 23, vadhani industrial estate, l. b. s. marg, ghatkopar (west) maharashtra 400086, India 

(740) MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES 

office no. 1/1, 1st floor, a-wing, sai tirth tower, station road, siddharth nagar, thane (east) maharashtra 400603 

(510) Intel. Class 1 

(540) HIMEDIA (and logo)  

 

  
 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1521924 (320) 31/01/2020   

(750) N.V. Organon 

(731) Kloosterstraat 6 NL-5349 AB Oss, The Netherlands 

(740) Merkenbureau Knijff & Partners B.V. of Leeuwenveldseweg 12 NL-1382 LX Weesp 

(510) Int. Class 5, 42 and 44  

(540) VREE 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1522116 (320) 31/12/2019   

(750) OakNorth (SG) Pte. Limited 

(731) 137 TELOK AYER STREET, #08-01 Singapore 068602, Singapore 

(740) MARCARIA.COM of 1 SCOTTS ROAD, #24-10 SHAW CENTRE  Singapore 228208 

(510) Int. Class 9, 36. and 42  

(540) OAKNORTH 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1522169 (320) 23/10/2019   

(750) SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. 

(731) 129,Samsung-ro,  Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Rep.of Korea 

(740) SungAm Suh International Patent & Law Firm of 9F, Hyunjuk B/D,  114 Yeoksam-ro,  Gangnam-gu Seoul 

(510) Int. Class  7, 9, 11, 14, 35 and 38  

(540) Bixby  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1522251 (320) 15/11/2019   

(750) JINAN MEIKANG HOSPITAL CO., LTD. 

(731) No. 10678 Jingshi East Road, Lixia, Jinan 250014 250101 Shandong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS 

36F, Building A4-3, Hanyu Gold Valley Business Centre, No. 7000 Jingshi Road, High-Tech Zone, Jinan 

250101 Shandong 

(510) Int. Class 44 

(540) 
  

 

___________ 

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1522307 (320) 31/01/2020   

(750) N.V. Organon 

(731) Kloosterstraat 6 NL-5349 AB Oss, The Netherlands 

(740) Merkenbureau Knijff & Partners B.V. 

Leeuwenveldseweg 12 NL-1382 LX Weesp 

(510) Int. Class 5 and 44 

(540) ALTRISTA  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1522496 (320) 29/01/2020   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. 

One Apple Park Way MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) Int. Class 41 

(540) [AR]T LAB  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1522508 (320) 16/12/2019   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. 

11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 

100013 Beijing 

(510) Int. Class 9 and 42 

(540) HUAWEI HiQ (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1522880 (320) 28/11/2019   

(750) Fédération Internationale  de Football Association (FIFA) 

(731) FIFA-Strasse 20 CH-8044 Zürich, Switzerland 

(740) Fédération Internationale  de Football Association (FIFA) of FIFA-Strasse 20 CH-8044 Zürich 

(510) Int. Class 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 

38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 and 45 

(540) FIFA WORLD CUP Qatar 2022 (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1522994 (320) 26/08/2019   

(750) Anhui Panpan Foods Co., Ltd. 

(731) No. 365 Changjiang West Road, Chengdong Industrial Park, Economic and Technological Development Zone, 

Chuzhou city Anhui Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Beijing Saintbuild Intellectual Property Agency Co., Ltd. 

Room 501, Culture Building, No. 57 Honglian South Road, Xicheng District Beijing 

(510) Int. Class 5 and 32 

(540) 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1524122 (320) 28/10/2019   

(750) GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD. 

(731) No.18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang'an, Dongguan Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Unitalen Attorneys At Law 

Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No.22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(510) Intel. Class 9, 35, 36, 38, 41 and 42  

(540) HeyTap  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1523106 (320) 03/01/2020   

(750) Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. 

(731) Huawei Administration Building, Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518129 Guangdong, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) Unitalen Attorneys At Law 

Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No.22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 

(540) HONOR Vera  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1523130 (320) 04/02/2020   

(750) Beiersdorf AG 

(731) Unnastr. 48 20253 Hamburg, Germany 

(740) Beiersdorf AG of Unnastr. 48 20253 Hamburg 

(510) Intel. class 3. and 5  

(540) COPPERTONE  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1523532 (320) 30/12/2019   

(750) GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD. 

(731) No.18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang’an, Dongguan Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Unitalen Attorneys At Law 

Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No. 22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 

(540) ZEKU  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1523944 (320) 08/11/2019   

(750) KENYA GREEN SUPPLY LTD 

(731) Box 59857 KCIC, SBS, Ole Sangale Rd 00200 Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) KENYA GREEN SUPPLY LTD of Box 59857 KCIC, SBS, Ole Sangale Rd 00200 Nairobi 

(510) Intel calss 9  

(540) ALLSOLA  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1523608 (320) 11/10/2019   

(750) Dynabrade, Inc. 

(731) 8989 Sheridan Drive Clarence NY 14031, U.S.A. 

(740) Ellen S. Simpson Simpson & Simpson PLLC of 5555 Main Street Williamsville NY 14221 

(510) Intel. class 7 

(540) D DYNABRADE NITRO SERIES (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1524734 (320) 28/11/2019   

(750) GuangDong OPPO Mobile Telecommunications Corp., Ltd. 

(731) No.18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang’an, Dongguan 100044 Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) CHANG TSI & PARTNERS of 7-8th Floor Tower A, Hundred Island Park, Bei Zhan Bei Jie Street, Xicheng 

District Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9, 35, 38, 41  and 42. 

(540) HeyThings (and logo)  

   
 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1524966 (320) 27/11/2019   

(750) UPL LTD. 

(731) upl house, 610 b/2, bandra village, off western express highway, bandra (east), mumbai maharashtra 400051, 

India 

(740) VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES of 301/302, a-wing, 3rd floor, shaheen chambers, dawood baug, opp. pearl 

heritage, andheri (west) mumbai 400058 

(510) Intel. class 1 and 5 

(540) SHENZI (and logo)  

    

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1525057 (320) 02/03/2020   

(750) PROACTEUR ApS 

(731) Lottenborgvej 24 B DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark 

(740) OTELLO LAWFIRM 

Dalgasgade 25, 8. DK-7400 Herning 

(510) Intel. class 35 and  41  

(540) proCulture  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1525180 (320) 13/11/2019   

(750) Anhui Jiexun Optoelectronic Technology Co., Ltd 

(731) No. 6 Xiaocheng Road of Industrial Park, New Station District, Hefei City 230000 Anhui Province, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) Anhui Hefei Door Intellectual Property Agency Co., Ltd 

Room 1312, Block A, Shijiyunding Mansion, Tunxi RD., Baohe District, Hefei City Anhui Province 

(510) Intel. class 7  

(540) ANYSORT (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1525203 (320) 27/11/2019   

(750) UPL LTD. 

(731) upl house, 610 b/2, bandra village, off western express highway, bandra (east), mumbai maharashtra 400051, 

India 

(740) VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES of 301/302, a-wing, 3rd floor, shaheen chambers, dawood baug, opp. pearl 

heritage, andheri (west) mumbai 400058 

(510) Intel. class 1 and 5  

(540) CONSTEL (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1525515 (320) 27/11/2019   

(750) UPL LTD. 

(731) upl house, 610 b/2, bandra village, off western express highway, bandra (east), mumbai maharashtra 400051, 

India 

(740) VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES of 301/302, a-wing, 3rd floor, shaheen chambers, dawood baug, opp. pearl 

heritage, andheri (west) mumbai 400058 

(510) Intel. class 1 and 5 

(540) QUIMBARA (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1525671 (320) 26/02/2020   

(750) ROLEX SA 

(731) Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26, Switzerland 

(740) ROLEX SA Trademarks & Domains 

Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26 

(510) Intel. class 14 

(540) ROLEX JUBILEE  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1526161 (320) 19/03/2020   

(750) Merkenbureau Knijff & Partners B.V. 

(731) Leeuwenveldseweg 12 NL-1382 LX Weesp, The Netherlands 

(740) Merkenbureau Knijff & Partners B.V. of Leeuwenveldseweg 12 NL-1382 LX Weesp 

(510) Intel. class 34 

(540) EVO  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1518747 (320) 17/01/2020   

(750) Bolt Technology OÜ 

(731) Vana-Lőuna tn 15 EE-10134 Tallinn, Estonia 

(740) PATENDIBÜROO KÄOSAAR OÜ of Tähe 94 EE-50107 Tartu 

(510) Intel. class 9, 35, 39 and 43 

(540) Bolt Food  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1518977 (320) 23/10/2019   

(750) ALTUNKAYA İNŞAAT NAKLİYAT GIDA TİCARET ANONİM ŞİRKETİ 

(731) 4. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, 83409 Nolu Caddesi, No:8 Şehitkamil - Gaziantep, Turkey 

(740) DESTEK PATENT ANONİM ŞİRKETİ of Lefkoşe Caddesi NM Ofis Park B Blok No: 36/5 TR-16110 

Beşevler - Nilüfer - Bursa 

(510) Intel. class 29, 30 and 32 

(540) altunsa (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1519028 (320) 06/03/2019   

(750) Shenzhen HeyTap Technology Corp., Ltd. 

(731) 207-2, Block B, Fu’an Science & Technology Mansion,  No.13 Gaoxinnanyi Avenue, Yuehai Street, Nanshan 

District, Shenzhen Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) UNITALEN ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

ROOM 30703,  7TH FLOOR, SCITECH PLACE,  NO.22 JIAN GUO MEN WAI AVE.,  CHAOYANG 

DISTRICT  100004 BEIJING 

(510) Intel. class 9, 38 and 42 

(540) Breeno  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1519879 (320) 29/01/2020   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle 

One Apple Park Way, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) Intel. class  41 

(540) [AR]T  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1519899 (320) 24/09/2019   

(750) DINA Limited Liability Company 

(731) Skolkovo Innovation center, Bol'shov bul'var, st. 42, bld. 1, fl. 0, office 150, work place 9 RU-121205 

Moscow, Russian Federation 

(740) Dmitriy Buyanov, IP Center "Skolkovo" LLC of Skolkovo Innovation center, Nobelya st., 5, office 125 RU-

121205 Moscow 

(510) Intel. class  9 

(540) DINA Frame your ideal moment (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1520693 (320) 23/08/2019   

(750) NUTIFOOD NUTRITION FOOD JOINT STOCK COMPANY 

(731) 281-283 Hoang Dieu, Ward 6, District 4 Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam 

(740) VISION & ASSOCIATES of Unit 308-310, 3rd Floor Hanoi Towers, 49 Hai Ba Trung Street Hanoi 

(510) (5 (29) (30) (32. 

(540) NUTIFOOD  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1521009 (320) 05/02/2020   

(750) BIOFARMA 

(731) 50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex, France 

(740) BIOFARMA of 50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex 

(510) Intel. class  44 

(540) Becauselsayso  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1521243 (320) 27/11/2019   

(750) DENK PHARMA GmbH & Co. KG 

(731) Prinzregentenstraße 79 81675 München, Germany 

(740) Mitscherlich, Patent- und Rechtsanwälte PartmbB 

Sonnenstraße 33 80331 München 

(510) Intel. class  5 and 35 

(540) PERINAM-DENK  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1521424 (320) 15/11/2019   

(750) ROVENSA, S.A. 

(731) Alameda Dos Oceanos, Lote 1.06.1.1D, 3° A P-1990-207 LISBOA, Portugal 

(740) ROVENSA, S.A. of Alameda Dos Oceanos, Lote 1.06.1.1D, 3° A P-1990-207 LISBOA 

(510) Intel. class 1 

(540) ROVENSA WELL BALANCED AGRICULTURE (and 

logo) 

 

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1521694 (320) 07/10/2019   

(750) SUSTAINABLE AGRO SOLUTIONS, S.A. 

(731) Carretera N-240, Km. 110 E-25100 Almacelles, Spain 

(740) Elisabet Torner Lasalle 

Gran via de les Corts Catalanes, 669bis 1° 2ª E-08013 Barcelona 

(510) Intel. class 1 

(540) Cafedak (and logo)  

 

  

 

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1526310 (320) 21/01/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. of 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 

North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 

(540) HONOR MagicWatch (and logo)  

    

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1526373 (320) 20/03/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. of 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 

North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 and 42  

(540) Smarfin (and logo)  

    

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1526376 (320) 20/03/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. of 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 

North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 and 42 

(540) Danika (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1526686 (320) 19/01/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. 

11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 

Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 and 42 

(540) Ashley (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1526687 (320) 20/03/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. of 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 

North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 and 42 

(540) Yolanda (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1526792 (320) 20/03/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. of 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 

North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 and 42 

(540) Larkia (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1526884 (320) 24/03/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. 

11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 

Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9 and 42 

(540) Harmonia (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1526985 (320) 06/09/2019   

(750) Pocco Spółka Akcyjna 

(731) ul. Solec 18/U12 PL-00-410 Warszawa, Poland 

(740) JARZYNKA I WSPÓLNICY KANCELARIA PRAWNO-PATENTOWA of ul. Słomińskiego 19/522 PL-00-

195 Warszawa 

(510) Intel. class 35 and 36 

(540) ZENKA (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1527443 (320) 09/03/2020   

(750) MAUVILAC 

(731) Zone Industrielle No 1, Rue Frédérick Jackson, CS 61114 F-97829 LE PORT CEDEX, France 

(740) IPSIDE, M. Stéphane MEUNIER of 7-9 allées Haussmann F-33300 Bordeaux 

(510) Intel. class 1, 2 and 17 

(540) MAUVILAC (and logo)  

 
  

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1527782 (320) 04/03/2020   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) Intel. class 9 

(540) DEEP FUSION  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1527840 (320) 18/03/2020   

(750) ROLEX SA 

(731) Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26, Switzerland 

(740) ROLEX SA Trademarks & Domains of Rue François-Dussaud 3-5-7 CH-1211 Genève 26 

(510) Intel. class 14 

(540) CYCLOPS  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1526899 (320) 17/03/2020   

(750) CFAO 

(731) 18 rue Troyon F-92316 SEVRES, France 

(740) SODEMA CONSEILS S.A.,  Madame Christine BOYER CHAMMARD of 16 rue du Général Foy F-75008 

PARIS 

(510) Intel. class 25 

(540) With Africa for Africa  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1527944 (320) 05/12/2019   

(750) Comité International Olympique 

(731) Château de Vidy CH-1007 Lausanne, Switzerland 

(740) Bird & Bird LLP of Marienstraße 15 60329 Frankfurt am Main 

(510) Intel. class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 3, 31, 33, 35, 37, 

38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44 and 45  

(540) PARIS 2024 (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1528144 (320) 15/11/2019   

(750) Ferdinand Bilstein GmbH + Co. KG 

(731) Wilhelmstraße 47 58256 Ennepetal, Germany 

(740) PATENTANWÄLTE DÖRNER & KÖTTER PARTG MBB of Körnerstr. 27 58095 Hagen 

(510)  Intel. class 1, 4, 12 

(540) 

 

bilstein group  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1528443 (320) 13/11/2019   

(750) SDCIC Construction Group Shares CO., LTD 

(731) Block A,SDCIC mansion, NO.6 Guanglan Road, Futian Free Trade Zone, Futian District, Shenzhen City 

518000 Guangdong Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) China Yomek Intellectual Property Office of Suite 306, Block A, Nanxincang Business Tower, No. A-22 

Dongsishitiao, Dongcheng District 100007 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 37 and 42 

(540) SDCIC (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1528574 (320) 20/02/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD. of 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global Trade Center, 36 

North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District 100013 Beijing 

(510) Intel. class 9  

(540) HUAWEI M-Pencil (and logo) 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1528691 (320) 04/12/2019   

(750) ALSTOM 

(731) 48 rue Albert Dhalenne F-93400 Saint Ouen, France 

(740) LYNDE & ASSOCIES of 5 rue Murillo F-75008 Paris 

(510) Intel. class 9, 12, 37 and 42 

(540) ALSTOM (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1528853 (320) 19/06/2019   

(750) INDUSTRIA DE DISEÑO TEXTIL, S.A. (INDITEX, S.A.) 

(731) Avda. de la Diputación, Edificio Inditex E-15142 ARTEIXO (A CORUÑA), Spain 

(740) Clarke, Modet y Cía, S.L. of C/ Suero de Quiñones, 34-36 E-28002 Madrid 

(510)  Intel. class 3, 9, 18 and 25 

(310) MD/M/1/1528853  

 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1529380 (320) 09/01/2020   

(750) KABUSHIKI KAISHA KOBE SEIKO SHO trading also as KOBE STEEL, LTD. 

(731) 2-4, Wakinohama-Kaigandori 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 651-8585, Japan 

(740) UENOYAMA Megumi of c/o YUASA AND HARA, Section 206, New-Ohtemachi Bldg., 2-1, Ohtemachi 2-

chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-0004 

(510) Intel. class 2, 3, 5, 8, 13., 14., 16, 18, 19, 21, 24, 25, 28 and 41  

(540) KOBELCO (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1531830 (320) 16/12/2019   

(750) Phoenix-Wings GmbH 

(731) Putzbrunner Straße 71 81739 München, Germany 

(740) Bird & Bird LLP of Maximiliansplatz 22 80333 München 

(510) Intel. class 9, 12, 37 and 42 

(540) PHOENIX WINGS (and logo)  

 

 

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1532360 (320) 16/12/2019   

(750) UPL LTD. 

(731) upl house, 610 b/2, bandra village, off western express highway, bandra (east), mumbai maharashtra 400051, 

India 

(740) VISHESH & ASSOCIATES of 301/302, A-wing, 3rd floor,  Shaheen Chambers, Dawood Baug Lane, Opp. Pearl 

Heritage, Andheri (West) Mumbai 400058 

(510)  Intel. class 1, 5, 35, 41 and 44 

(540) 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1532620 (320) 13/11/2019   

(750) SDCIC Construction Group Shares CO., LTD 

(731) Block A,SDCIC mansion, NO.6 Guanglan Road, Futian Free Trade Zone, Futian District, Shenzhen City 518000 

Guangdong Province, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) China Yomek Intellectual Property Office of Suite 306, Block A, Nanxincang Business Tower, No. A-22 

Dongsishitiao, Dongcheng District 100007 Beijing 

(510) Intel. Class 37 and 42 

(540) S (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1533678 (320) 06/03/2020   

(750) CHONGQING LI YANG INDUSTRY CO., LTD. 

(731) Huaxi Industry Park, Banan District Chongqing, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Unitalen Attorneys At Law of Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No.22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., Chaoyang 

District 100004 Beijing 

(510) Intel. Class 9 

(540) LIYON (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1533706 (320) 28/02/2020   

(750) Red Bull GmbH 

(731) Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See, Austria 

(740) Red Bull GmbH of Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See 

(510) Intel. Class 25, 28, 30, 32, 33., 34., 41 and 43 

(540) 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1531829 (320) 16/12/2019   

(750) Phoenix-Wings GmbH 

(731) Putzbrunner Straße 71 81739 München, Germany 

(740) Bird & Bird LLP of Maximiliansplatz 22 80333 München 

(510) Intel. Class 9, 12 and  37 

(540) Phoenix-Wings  

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1531654 (320) 06/11/2019   

(750) Pan Hong 

(731) No.1511 (Building) No.10, Caifu Square, No. 1899, Tushan East Road, Bangshan District, Bangbu Anhui, 

Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Zhejiang Sikai Enterprise Management Consulting Co., Ltd. of 12A Floor, B Bldg., Futian Yinzuo, Financial 

Business District, Yiwu Zhejiang 

(510) Intel. Class 21 

(540) KARBON (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1535009 (320) 05/09/2019   

(750) Abbott Rapid Diagnostics International  Unlimited Company 

(731) Office 32, Verdala Business Center Level 2,  LM Complex, Brewery Street, Zone 3 CBD 3040 Central 

Business District, Birkirkara, Malta 

(740) BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP 

100 New Bridge Street London EC4V 6JA 

(510) (1)., (5)., (9) (10) Intel. Class 1, 5, 9 and 10 

(540) BASEPOINT  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1535221 (320) 12/11/2019   

(750) Jiangsu Aijin Agrochemical Co., Ltd. and Nanjing Essence Fine-Chemical Co., Ltd. 

(731) No. 58 Shuangxiang Road, Hongshan Fine-Chemical Zone, Liuhe District Nanjing, Peoples Republic of China 

and No. 58 Shuangxiang Road, Hongshan Fine-Chemical Zone, Liuhe District Nanjing, Peoples Republic of 

China 

(740) Beijing Bonarise Intellectual Property Law Office 

Suite 1203A, Huamu Building, South Street, Maliandao Road, Xicheng District 100055 Beijing 

(510) (5). 

(540) 

  

 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1535226 (320) 28/02/2020   

(750) Red Bull GmbH 

(731) Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See, Austria 

(740) Red Bull GmbH of Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See 

(510) Intel. Class 25, 28, 30, 32, 33, 41 and 41 

(540) Red Bull (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1535320 (320) 18/05/2020   

(750) TAIZHOU GRANDFAR INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD. 

(731) Room 1333, Building B, Junyue Mansion, Taizhou 318000 Zhejiang, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Taizhou Ahead Brand Management Co., Ltd. of Second Floor Of No.76-3, Haichengjiayuan South Area, Taizhou 

Economic Development Zone, Taizhou Zhejiang 

(510) Intel. Class 7, 8, 30 and 41 

(540) SEADONA (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1536720 (320) 02/03/2020   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. 

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) Intel. Class 9 

(540) SUPER RETINA XDR  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1536823 (320) 21/04/2020   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) Intel. Class 9 

(540) Find My (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1537029 (320) 16/04/2020   

(750) METROPOLE TELEVISION 

(731) 89 avenue Charles de Gaulle F-92200 NEUILLY SUR SEINE, France 

(740) DEPREZ, GUIGNOT & ASSOCIES, M. Jacques BEAUMONT 

21 rue Clément Marot  F-75008 PARIS 

(510) Intel. Class 9, 38 and 41 

(540) M6 INTERNATIONAL  

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1537664 (320) 07/01/2020   

(750) Triva Group S.A. 

(731) VIA CENTRAL DE MILHEIRÓS, Nº 810 P-4475-330 MAIA, Portugal 

(740) SIMÕES, GARCIA, CORTE-REAL &  ASSOCIADOS - CONSULTORES, LDA 

RUA CASTILHO, 167 2º P-1070-050 LISBOA 

(510) Intel. Class 11 and 20 

(540) FRATO (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1538989 (320) 27/09/2019   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. 

One Apple Park Way MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) Intel. Class 38 and 41 

(540) Music (and logo)  

    

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1539782 (320) 25/11/2019   

(750) Vinpearl Joint Stock Company 

(731) Hon Tre Island, Vinh Nguyen Ward, Khanh Hoa Province Nha Trang City, Viet Nam 

(740) AMBYS HANOI LAW FIRM of No. 3, Lane 123, Auco Road, Tayho District Hanoi City 

(510) Intel. Class 39 

(540) Vinpearl Air (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1540297 (320) 08/04/2020   

(750) Shenzhen PINENG Digital Technology  Co., Ltd 

(731) Room 2705, Huangyuyuan 14 Building,  Futian South Road,  Futian District, Shenzhen  518000 Guangdong, 

Peoples Republic of China 

(740) SHENZHEN YOUZHONG INTELLECTUAL  PROPERTY AGENCY CO.,LTD of Room 830,  Xianke 

Electromechanical Building,  Bagua 4Th Road, Yuanling Street,  Futian District, Shenzhen  Guangdong 

(510) Intel. Class 9, 11, 18 and 35 

(540) aivr (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1541143 (320) 11/05/2020   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) Intel. Class 41 

(540) A (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1542443 (320) 25/02/2020   

(750) Human Gesellschaft für Biochemica und Diagnostica mbH 

(731) Max-Planck-Ring 21 65205 Wiesbaden, Germany 

(740) WSL PATENTANWÄLTE PARTNERSCHAFT MBB 

Kaiser-Friedrich-Ring 98 65185 Wiesbaden 

(510) Intel. Class 5 and 10 

(540) HUMAN (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1542918 (320) 04/05/2020   

(750) Bboxx Ltd 

(731) Second Floor, 11 Pilgrim Street London EC4V 6RN, United Kingdom 

(740) Stratagem Intellectual Property Management Limited of Meridian Court, Comberton Road Toft, Cambridge 

CB23 2RY 

(510) Intel. Class 9 and 11 

(540) b (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 
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(310) MD/M/1/1545476 (320) 26/03/2020   

(750) HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 

(731) Huawei Administration Building, Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518129 Guangdong, Peoples Republic 

of China 

(740) CHANG TSI & PARTNERS of 701, Floor 7, Building 17,  Bei Zhan Bei Jie Street, Xicheng District  100044 

Beijing 

(510) Intel. Class 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14., 18, 20., 21., 28 and 35  

(540) HONOR CHOICE (and logo) 

   
___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1545848 (320) 26/03/2020   

(750) LE FOYER DE CHARITE 

(731) 85 rue Geoffroy de Moirans  CHATEAUNEUF DE GALAURE F-26330, France 

(740) Cabinet GERMAIN & MAUREAU of 12 rue Boileau  F-69006 LYON 

(510) Intel. Class 9, 14, 16, 21, 25, 36, 37, 38, 41, 43, 44 and 45 

(540) FOYER DE CHARITE MARTHE ROBIN  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1547367 (320) 17/02/2020   

(750) Limited Liability Company "OPLATI" 

(731) Kropotkina str., 91, office 14, room 16 220002 g. Minsk, Belarus 

(740) Limited Liability Company "OPLATI" of Kropotkina str., 91, office 14, room 16 220002 g. Minsk 

(510) Intel. Class 36, 38 and 42 

(540)   
 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1549558 (320) 29/01/2020   

(750) Sucafina SA 

(731) Place de Saint-Gervais 1 CH-1201 Genève, Switzerland 

(740) Marc Balavoine of Etude Jacquemoud Stanislas, Rue François-Bellot 2 CH-1206 Genève 

(510) Intel. Class 22 and 30  

(540) Sucafina  

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1549903 (320) 22/04/2020   

(750) Midea Group Co., Ltd. 

(731) B26-28F, Midea Headquarter Building, No.6 Midea Avenue, Beijiao, Shunde, Foshan Guangdong, Peoples 

Republic of China 

(740) Beyond Attorneys at Law of Rm. 606, F6, Xijin Centre, 39 Lianhuachi East Rd., Haidian District 100036 

Beijing 

(510) Intel. Class 7, 11. and 42 

(540) MIDEA (and logo)  

 
  

 

___________ 

(310) MD/M/1/1563753 (320) 24/02/2020   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) Intel. Class 35 and 42  

(540) APPLE WATCH STUDIO  
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(310) MD/M/1/1555245 (320) 12/02/2020   

(750) Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft 

(731) Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg, Germany 

(740) Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft of Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg 

(510) Intel. Class 1., 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 

33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43and 45 

(540) VW (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1558957 (320) 06/04/2020   

(750) H.I.S. CO., LTD. 

(731) 4-1-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-6905, Japan 

(740) H.I.S. CO., LTD. of 4-1-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-6905 

(510) Intel. Class 39, 41 and 43 

(540) HIS (and logo)  

 

  

 

___________ 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1566273 (320) 10/09/2019   

(750) pro clima schweiz GmbH 

(731) Teichgässlein 9 CH-4058 Basel, Switzerland 

(740) STT Sozietät Thews & Thews Patentanwälte of Augstaanlage 32 68165 Mannheim 

(510)  Intel. Class 11 and 17 

(540) INNARI  

 

 

V. TRADEMARK ASSIGNMENT  

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number  

                                      Ownership Transfer     

From To 

MANEBU 

 

RW/T/2020/689 

 

MANEBU IMPORTS AND GENERAL 

TRADING of Ntarama, Bugesera, I 

Burasirazuba, Rwanda  

MANEB Industries Ltd of 

Ntarama, Bugesera, I 

Burasirazuba, Rwanda  

 

MANEBU 

 

RW/T/2021/141 MANEBU IMPORTS AND GENERAL 

TRADING of Ntarama, Bugesera, I 

Burasirazuba, Rwanda  

MANEB Industries Ltd of 

Ntarama, Bugesera, I 

Burasirazuba, Rwanda  

MANEBU 

 

RW/T/2021/222 MANEBU IMPORTS AND GENERAL 

TRADING of Ntarama, Bugesera, I 

Burasirazuba, Rwanda  

MANEB Industries Ltd of 

Ntarama, Bugesera, I 

Burasirazuba, Rwanda  

KETTLE 

 

RW/T/1961/000011 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

UNILEVER 

(Stylized) & 

Corporate U 

Device 

RW/T/2015/000239 Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever PLC 

Port Sunlight, Wirral, Merseyside, 

United Kingdom  
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UNILEVER  RW/T/2015/000240 Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever PLC of  Port Sunlight, 

Wirral, Merseyside, United 

Kingdom  

LIPTON'S 

KETTLE 

 

RW/T/1961/000012 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. of  

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

LIPTON'S 

KETTLE 

 

RW/T/1961/000012 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

ekaterra Group IP Holdings B.V. 

of Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam 

LIPTON 

 

RW/T/1961/000013 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. of  

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

LIPTON 

 

RW/T/1961/000013 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

ekaterra Group IP Holdings B.V. 

of Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam 

CAPTIVATION 

 

RW/T/2012/001230 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

LIFEBUOY 

 RW/T/1980/001604 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

LUX 

 RW/T/1980/00163 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

SUNLIGHT 

 RW/T/1981/001667 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

KEY 

 RW/T/1984/1944 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

POND'S 

 RW/T/1945/1839 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

RIN 

 RW/T/1983/1827 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

REXONA 

 RW/T/1981/1680 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

INTENSIVE 

CARE 

 RW/T/1973/1006 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

EXCELLA 

 

RW/T/2013/437 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

OMO 

 

RW/T/1979/1512 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

VIM 

 

RW/T/1981/1691 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

Vaseline RW/T/1925/000814 Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 
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 Rotterdam, The Netherlands Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

LE SANCY RW/T/1995/003772 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

LADY GAY RW/T/1987/003132 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

LUX 

(STYLIZED) RW/T/2003/005338 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

ZEST RW/T/1956/5165 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

HAIRGLO RW/T/2003/004923 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

PEPSODENT RW/T/2000/004495 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

 HOME CUP RW/T/2003/4975  

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

haier 

 

RW/T/2005/005514 

 

QINGDAO HAIER INVESTMENT 

DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD of Haier 

Industrial Park, Hi-tech Industrial Zone, 

Qingdao,  Shandong Province 266101, 

People’s Republic of China 

Qingdao Haishang Zhicai 

Management Consulting Co., Ltd. 

Haier Industrial Park, No.1 Haier 

Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao 

City, Shandong Province, People’s 

Republic of China 

haier 

 

RW/T/2001/4576 

 

QINGDAO HAIER INVESTMENT 

DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD of Haier 

Industrial Park, Hi-tech Industrial Zone, 

Qingdao,  Shandong Province 266101, 

People’s Republic of China 

Qingdao Haishang Zhicai 

Management Consulting Co., Ltd. 

Haier Industrial Park, No.1 Haier 

Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao 

City, Shandong Province, People’s 

Republic of China 

DOVE Device RW/T/2003/4996 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

CLOSE-UP RW/T/2000/4492 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

CIF  RW/T/2000/4503 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

DOMESTOS RW/T/2000/4493 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

GEISHA RW/T/2002/4807 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

ARROWS RW/T/2003/004917 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 
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VASELINE 

(Stylised)(Label) 

in Colour RW/T/2003/5341 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

DOVE  RW/T/1992/3515 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

AXE  RW/T/2000/4511 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

MENTADENT RW/T/2000/004494 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

 MONSAVON RW/T/1955/004571 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

SUNSILK RW/T/2000/004513 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

SUN RW/T/2000/4497 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

SIGNAL RW/T/2000/004496 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

  Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

Vaseline 

 

RW/T/2003/005340 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

OMO (LABEL) RW/T/1986/3051 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

FAIR & 

LOVELY RW/T/2003/4915 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

PUREIT 

RW/T/2010/6936 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

Y 

RWM10000369 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

SHUANGXI RW/T/2017/000716 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

ROYCO RW/T/2002/4858 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

FAMILY 

GOODNESS 

Device (2010)  

RW/T/2015/555 

 

Unilever N.V. of Weena 455, 3013 AL 

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Unilever IP Holdings B.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, 

The Netherlands 

ASSA ABLOY 

 

RW/T/2012/1384 

 

ASSA ABLOY Branding S.à.r.l. of  

11-13 Boulevard de la Foire, L - 1528 

ASSA ABLOY AB of  

P.O. Box 70340, SE-107 23, 
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Luxembourg, Luxembourg Stockholm, Sweden  

Lotto 

 

RW/T/2010/007190 

 

LOTTO SPORT ITALIA S.P.A. of  

Via Montebelluna, 5/7 31040 

Trevignano (Treviso), Italy 

LTWHP, LLC  

530 Fifth Ave2, 25th, New York, 

NY 10036, U.S.A 

 

VI. CHANGE OF NAME 

 
Y (and logo) 369/2011 of 

08/12/2011 

Yanmar Power 

Technology Co., Ltd. 

Yanmar Power Technology Co., Ltd. 

1-32, Chayamachi, Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan 

 
 87/2019 of 12/02/2019 Skol International 

Development 

Skol International Development 

Rue Glesener, 21, 1631 Luxembourg, Luxembourg 

 
 

VII. CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

 
PALL MALL 

(and logo) 

1487/1933 of 

14/12/2009 

Route de France 17, 

2926 Boncourt, 

Switzerland 

Rothmans of Pall Mall Limited 

a Swiss company 

Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, Switzerland 

 
Y (and logo) 369/2011 () of 

08/12/2011 

1-32, Chayamachi, Kita-

Ku, Osaka, Japan 

YANMAR CO., LTD 

Chayamachi, 1-32, Kita Ward, Osaka City, Japan 

 
3D Twisted Bottle 87/2019 of 

12/02/2019 

Rue Glesener, 21, 

1631 Luxembourg, 

Luxembourg 

Skol International Development 

68/9, boulevard du Souverain, B-1170 Watermael - 

Boitsfort, Belgium 

 

VIII. TRADEMARKS RENEWALS 

 

PALL MALL 

(and logo) 

1933/1487 of 

14/12/2009 

Rothmans of Pall Mall Limited 

Route de France 17, 2926 Boncourt, 

Switzerland 

1 14/12/2009 

STIMOROL 1979/1516 of 

14/12/2009 

KRAFT FOODS DANMARK 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ApS 

Ringager 2 A, 2DK-2605 Brondby, 

Denmark 

30 14/12/2009 

IRIDIUM (and 

logo) 

1998/4197 of 

26/10/2009 

Iridium Satellite LLC 

44330 Woodridge Parkway, Leesburg, 

Virginia 20176, U.S.A. 

5 26/10/2009 

LOTTO (and 

logo) 

2010/7190 of 

25/11/2010 

LOTTO SPORT ITALIA S.P.A. 

Via Montebelluna, 5/7 31040 

Trevignano (Treviso), Italy 

 25/11/2010 

Y (and logo) 2011/369 of 

08/12/2011 

Yanmar Holdings Co., Ltd. 

Chayamachi, 1-32, Kita Ward, Osaka 

City, Japan 

4, 7, 11, 

12 and 16 

08/12/2011 

WOODFIX 

(and logo) 

2011/7416 of 

04/05/2011 

FALCON CHEMICAL LLC 

P.O.BOX 2924, Dubai, U.Arab 

Emirates 

1 04/05/2011 
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AUMARK 2011/7681 of 

19/08/2011 

Beiqi Foton Motor Co., Ltd. 

Laoniuwan Village North, Shayang 

Road, Shahe Town, Changping 

District, Beijing 102206, Peoples 

Republic of China 

12 19/08/2011 

Vaseline (and 

logo) 

2003/5340 of 

14/12/2009 

Unilever N.V. 

Weena 455, 3013 AL Rotterdam, The 

Netherlands 

3 14/12/2009 


